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FOREWORD

NASA experience has indicated a need for uniform criteria for the design of space

vehicles. Accordingly, criteria are being developed in the following areas of technology:

Environment

Structures

Guidance and Control

Chemical Propulsion

Individual components of this work will be issued as separate monographs as soon

as they are completed. This document, part of the series on Chemical Propulsion, is
one such monograph. A list of all monographs issued prior to this one can be found
on the last page of this document.

These monographs are to be regarded as guides to design and not as NASA require-

ments, except as may be specified in formal project specifications. It is expected,

however, that these documents, revised as experience may indicate to be desirable,

eventually will provide uniform design practices for NASA space vehicles.

This monograph, "Rocket Engine Turbopump Inducers," was prepared under the di-

rection of Howard W. Douglass, Chief, Design Criteria Office, Lewis Research Cen-

ter; project management was by Harold W. Schmidt and Lionel Levinson. The mono-

graph was written by Jakob K. Jakobsen of Rocketdyne Division, North American
Rockwell Corporation, and was edited by Russell B. Keller, Jr. of Lewis. To assure

technical accuracy of this document, scientists and engineers throughout the tech-

nical community participated in interviews, consultations, and critical review of the

text. In particular, J. Farquhar III of Aerojet-General Corporation, W. E. Young of

Pratt Whitney Aircraft Division, United Aircraft Corporation, and M. J. Hartmann
and C. H. Hauser of the Lewis Research Center individually and collectively reviewed
the text in detail.

Comments concerning the technical content of this monograph will be welcomed by

the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Lewis Research Center (Design

Criteria Office), Cleveland, Ohio 44135.

May 1971
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GUIDE TO THE USE OF THIS MONOGRAPH

The purpose of this monograph is to organize and present, for effective use in de-

sign, the significant experience and knowledge accumulated in development and

operational programs to date. It reviews and assesses current design practices, and from

them establishes firm guidance for achieving greater consistency in design, increased

reliability in the end product, and greater efficiency in the design effort. The mono-

graph is organized into two major sections that are preceded by a brief introduc-

tion and complemented by a set of references.

The State of the Art, section 2, reviews and discusses the total design problem,

and identifies which design elements are involved in successful design. It describes

succinctly the current technology pertaining to these elements. When detailed infor-

mation is required, the best available references are cited. This section serves as a

survey of the subject that provides background material and prepares a proper

technological base for the Design Criteria and Recommended Practices.

The Design Criteri(_, shown in italic in section 3, state clearly and briefly what

rule, guide, limitation, or standard must be imposed on each essential design element

to assure successful design. The Design Criteria can serve effectively as a checklist of

rules for the project manager to use in guiding a design or in assessing its adequacy.

The Recommended Practices, also in section 3, state how to satisfy each of the criteria.

Whenever possible, the best procedure is describecl; when this cannot be done con-

cisely, appropriate references are provided. The Recommended Practices, in conjunc-

tion with the Design Criteria, provide positive guidance to the practicing designer
on how to achieve successful design.

Both sections have been organized into decimally numbered subsections so that the

subjects within similarly numbered subsections correspond from section to section.

The format for the Contents displays this continuity of subject in such a way that a

particular aspect of design can be followed through both sections as a discrete subject.

The design criteria monograph is not intended to be a design handbook, a set of

specifications, or a design manual. It is a summary and a systematic ordering of

the large and loosely organized body of existing successful design techniques and

practices. Its value and its merit should be judged on how effectively it makes that

material available to and useful to the designer.

.°,
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LIQUID ROCKET ENGINE

TURBOPUMP INDUCERS

1. INTRODUCTION

The inducer is the axial inlet portion of the turbopump rotor whose function is to

raise the inlet head by an amount sufficient to preclude cavitation in the following

stage. The inducer may be an integral part of the pump rotor or it may be mounted

separately on the pump shaft upstream of the impeller. The principal objective in

the design of an inducer is the attainment of high suction performance, but the

achievement of maximum performance is limited by structural design considerations.

The optimum design, therefore, is a compromise that provides adequate suction

performance while maintaining structural integrity under all operating conditions.

Such a design depends on simultaneous satisfactory solutions of hydrodynamic and
mechanical problems.

The hydrodynamic problems involve obtaining the required suction specific speed

and head rise of the inducer without introducing undesirable cavitation. Much work

has been done on the theoretical hydrodynamic design of the inducer for an ideal

fluid, which normally is assumed to resemble cold water in its effect on suction per-

formance. However, it has not yet been possible to use test results on inducer per-

formance with cold water to predict actual performance with the intended pump

fluid. Other major unsolved problems involve obtaining satisfactory theoretical treat-

ments for (1) three-dimensional effects, (2) the suction performance of inducer

cascades with curved blades, (3) the effects of blade leading-edge sweep, and (4)

the effects of tip clearance. In the absence of a satisfactory analytical basis for

design, these hydrodynamic problems are solved empirically by utilizing experience
with previous successful designs.

The mechanical problems involve maintaining the structural integrity of the blade

leading edge and providing for blade and hub stresses due to blade loading, flow

instabilities, and centrifugal forces. They include also proper choice of material,

which must be compatible with both the pump operating fluid and the pump test

fluid, and selection of the best way to assemble the inducer in the pump during fab-

rication. The achievement of an optimum inducer design requires a systematic

survey of all mechanical design factors. This survey is based on a combination of

fundamental theory and practical experience related to previously proven inducer

designs and enables the designer to identify the effect of design variants on the

overall performance, on ease of manufacture, on simplicity and reliability of assem-

bly, and on strength and reliability of the chosen design.



In keepingwith this approach,this monographis basedon a critical evaluationof
available information on the hydrodynamics,mechanicaldesign, development,and
testing of pump inducers. Its purposeis to furnish well-established,specific design
practicesfor pump inducersbasedon the present state-of-the-arttechnology.These
practices are presentedin a form matchedto the needsof the design team, along
lines following the natural and logical progressionof the designeffort. The material

is arranged to reflect both the natural organization of work and the corresponding

division of the design team to deal with hydrodynamics, mechanical design, material

selection, and vibration and stress problems.

The design philosophy in the monograph is to seek an optimization of the hydro-

dynamic parameters to obtain the highest suction specific speed possible without

violating structural and mechanical design constraints. The approach is to design

for the maximum acceptable tip cavitation number by a mathematical optimization

process. This establishes an optimum value for the flow coefficient and the corre-

sponding fluid angle. To achieve a certain margin of operation, the blade suction

surface is kept within the cavity boundary up to a flowrate somewhat higher than

design requirements. The blade thickness, as given by the wedge angle between the

pressure and the suction sides of the blade at the leading edge, increases with the

ratio of incidence angle to blade angle. The bending stresses in the leading edge

then decrease, even though the increased incidence angle raises the hydrodynamic

load. Root bending stresses are lowered by the increase in wedge angle possible at

the root section. Since the head rise obtained with flat-plate inducers is low, a simple

radial-equilibrium check of the flow distribution is sufficient to verify that there is

no backflow in the blade channel at the design point. By this approach, inducer design
can achieve the most effective combination of hydrodynamic and mechanical factors.



2. STATE OF THE ART

Inducers are classified according to head-rise capability and also according to the

shape of the meridional flow path. They are divided by head-rise capability into

low head. (head coefficent ¢ _< 0.15) 1 and high head (p _> 0.15). The head-rise capa-

bility is a function of blade geometry (i.e., flat-plate, modified-helix, or vortex type).

The low-head inducer blading is either flat-plate or flat-plate plus modified-helix,

depending on hub-tip contours and ,p value. The high-head inducer blading is a com-

bination of flat-plate, modified-helix, and vortex-type blading with splitter vanes.

The high-head inducer may be divided into the inducer proper and the discharge

blade section; it is actually an axial-flow impeller with an integral inducer covering

a solidity between 2.0 and 2.50. When inducers are classified according to meridional

cross section, they are divided into four basic types: (1) cylindrical tip and hub;

(2) cylindrical tip, tapered hub; (3) tapered tip and hub; and (4) shrouded with
or without a hub.

Figure 1 gives six characteristic examples of the basic inducer types taken from

actual practice. Examples (a) to (d) are low-head inducers, and (e) and (f) are

high-head inducers. Notice that all the inducers with the exception of (c) maintain
a constant tip diameter at the inlet for an axial length corresponding to a solidity

of 1 or higher. This design practice benefits the suction performance by maintain-

ing optimum conditions until the blade cavity has collapsed (type (c) was designed

before this practice was established). Table I summarizes design and performance
parameters of these inducers.

The shrouded inducer with a large forward sweep of the blade is also known as

the hubless inducer because of its appearance (fig. 2). The blading is thus sup-

ported by the shroud, which in turn is supported and driven either through the
rear portion of the inducer blading by the inducer short hub or, in the case of a

truly hubless design, by attachment to the impeller shroud. The front hubless por-

tion and the rear hub portion of the inducer are machined separately and joined by
welding.

Thus, the hubless inducer differs from the conventional inducer in that its blading

is supported by the shroud instead of by the hub; also, if the conventional inducer

is considered a screw, then the hubless inducer must be considered a nut. The hub-

less inducer concept is associated with several assumed advantages: (1) it elimi-
nates tip vortex cavitation; (2) it centrifuges eventual bubbles toward the center,

where they may collapse harmlessly; and (3) it offers the possibility of using an
extremely large forward sweep of the vanes to obtain a sweptwing effect similar

to that of supersonic plane design.

1Symbols, subscripts, and abbreviations are defined in the Glossary.
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(a) Low-head inducer with
cylindrical tip and hub

(b) Low-head inducer with
cylindrical tip, tapered
hub

(c) Low-head inducer with
tapered tip and hub

i

_ ] J

i '1

(d) Low-head inducer,
shrouded

1
tltitllllll JI

(e) High-headinducer with
cylindrical tip, tapered
hub

(f) High-head inducer with
tapered tip andhub

Figure l.--Basic inducer types.
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Impeller

Figure 2.--Hubless inducer.

The concept, however, also has serious disadvantages: (1) the hubless inducer is

difficult to manufacture, and the vanes cannot be properly machined to obtain the

desired accuracy and surface finish: and (2) structurally the free floating ring of

the shroud cannot carry high-speed centrifugal forces, and the inducer is reduced

to a low-speed device.

Experimentally the hubless inducer has shown suction performance about equal to
that of the conventional type, but somewhat worse efficiency and head coefficient.

As a consequence of the performance limitations, manufacturing problems, and space

requirements, the hubless inducer is not a serious contender to the conventional hub-

type inducer and cannot be considered a state-of-the-art item.



2.1 Inducer Inlet-Eye and Leading-Edge Geometry

The inducer design is optimized with respect to system considerations. Suction specific

speed S, and suction specific diameter D_ are the characteristic parameters that describe

the inducer suction performance in terms of shaft rotative speed n, flowrate Q, inducer
inlet tip diameter D, and critical or required net positive suction head NPSH:

S_ = n O'/_ (NPSH)-_-I (la)

D,, : D Q- _/-,(NPSH) ¼ (lb)

Details involved in determining the values of n, Q, and NPSH are provided in the

design criteria monograph "Turbopump Systems for Liquid Rocket Engines."

In general, the flowrate is fixed by the engine specific impulse and thrust level. The

available NPSH is a function of structural considerations that involve tank pressure

and the minimum needs of the pump suction performance. The shaft speed is limited

by various system considerations concerning the turbopump design. To minimize the

weight of the turbopump, the shaft speed is generally chosen as high as is permitted

by considerations of mechanical design of the turbopump unit and the swallowing ca-

pacity of the inducer. This swallowing capacity is limited by the vapor cavitation or

by combined vapor dissolved gas cavitation that takes place in the liquid adjacent to

the suction side of the inducer blades at the leading edge. The cavitation is most

severe at the blade tip, where blade speed is highest. As blade speed increases, the

cavity at the leading edge becomes larger and increasingly blocks the flow. When the

blade speed exceeds the value associated with the maximum obtainable suction specific

speed, head rise is lost. The solution to this cavitation problem lies in careful attention

to the design of the inducer inlet configuration, with special emphasis on the hydro-

dynamic aspects of the blade leading-edge geometry that determine the suction per-
formance of the inducer.

2.1.1 Inlet Casing

The configuration of the inducer inlet casing is dictated by systems considerations. The

preferred shape is the axial inlet in line with the inlet duct (fig. 1). This arrangement
provides unobstructed flow into the inducer; it requires an overhung impeller driven

from the rear through the pump scroll.

Space and systems limitations may require a 90 ° bend that features either single or

dual inlets on opposite sides of the casing; this requirement also exists when the pump

is driven from the front end (figs. 3 and 4).



Figure 3.klnlet elbow.

T
Figure 4.--Dual inlet.



The arrangement of the inlet casings for a propellant pump with fuel and oxidizer

pumps back-to-back, driven through an intermediate reduction gear from an offset

turbine, is shown in figure 5. Notice the combination of a mitered bend and a cascade

of turning vanes to obtain a compact and efficient elbow.

xidizer inlet _

Figure 5.--Arrangement of inlet casings.

The use of vanes to obtain a uniform circumferential flow distribution for a dual inlet

pump is shown in figure 6.

Development of an inlet elbow is shown in figure 7, which compares the original,

unsatisfactory configuration with the final, improved configuration. The original con-

figuration, without vanes, had unstable flow and backflow at the inner radius of the

elbow. Addition of two turning vanes alone did not stabilize flow because of the abrupt

turning at the original inner radius. The elbow was redesigned with an extended turn-

ing region aided by three turning vanes. The final design shown in figure 7 was

effective in producing stable flow. This inlet elbow is used with the dual inlet casing

of figure 6.



Figure6.--Dualinlet casing.
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/_-_--Final configuration

_ / /----- Original configuration

I

\

-- '_--------_ Pump inlet end

Figure 7.--Inlet elbow development.

2.1.2 Hub Sizeand Shape

The inducer hub diameter on the inlet end is determined primarily by the structural

requirement that the hub withstand the loads from torque transmittal and the loads

from the combined fluid and mass forces acting on the blades (and possibly on the
hub itself in high-head inducers). In addition, the final size selected for the hub must

allow for the installation and use of a spinner nut or axial bolt large enough for axial
retention of the inducer.

When the pump is driven from the rear, the inducer hub diameter on the inlet end

can be kept small; normally the hub-to-tip diameter ratio I, is in the range _ = 0.2 to

0.4. When the pump is driven from the inlet end, the full pump torque must be trans-

mitted through the inducer hub. In this case, the hub-to-tip diameter ratio falls nor-
mally in the range p = 0.5 to 0.6.

The contour of the inducer hub depends on the hub inlet and outlet diameters. The

inlet diameter normally is chosen as small as possible consistent with structural con-
siderations discussed in section 2.7.3. The outlet diameter is chosen to match the

component following the inducer; for low-head inducers this is the impeller eye, and

for high-head inducers it is an axial stage. The resulting hub contour for a low-head

inducer normally is a straight taper of 8 ° to 12 °. High-head inducers combine a

low-head inducer section with a mixed-flow integral or separate section that generates

additional head and matches the axial stage following it. The hub contour in this case

consists of a straight taper for the inducer section, with a curved, smooth transition

between this taper and the discharge diameter and slope of the mixed-flow section.

11



2.1.3 Inlet Tip Diameterand Contour

The most suitable inlet tip diameter D is derived from the relationship between suction

specific speed S,, blade tip cavitation number K, and flow coefficient ¢ by mathemati-

cal consideration of optimum flow conditions for maximum suction performance. For

an inducer with zero prewhirl, these relationships are given by the following equations:

v = K-k K¢ 2 + ¢2 (2)

S'8 = 8147 ¢% r-_; (3)

Ss = S'8 (1 -- v2)_,: (4)

where S's is the corrected suction specific speed obtainable for zero hub-to-tip radius

ratio p and r = 2£(NPSH)/u 2 is the cavitation parameter. For an inducer with zero

prewhirl and a fixed hub-to-tip radius ratio the consideration of optimum flow condi-
tions leads to the so-called Brumfield criterion (refs. 2-5) for the optimum flow coef-

ficient ¢opt:

2 _b2op t

K = (5)
1 -- 2 ¢2Op t

which solved for ¢opt in terms of K gives

K (6)
¢opt = 2(1 + K)

The corresponding suction specific speed then is a mathematical maximum given by

5O55
max S's = (7)

(1 + K) ¼ Kb'_,

showing that theoretically the suction specific speed is limited only by the minimum
cavitation number K* at which the blade will operate. Values of K* as low as 0.01 to

0.006 have been obtained experimentally for very thin blades and small blade and

wedge angles (fl _ 5 °, a, -----2°).

The inducer inlet tip diameter D follows from the definition of the flow coefficient

¢ = c,Ju, where cm : Q/A when inlet flow area A and blade tip speed u are expressed
in terms of D. With proper consideration of units, there results

, ft (8)
D -- 0.37843 (1 -- p2)rl¢

12



where
Q = flow, gpm
n = shaft speed, rpm

The optimum value for D follows from equation (8) by using the optimum value for
from equation (6).

To obtain the maximum suction performance, the inlet tip diameter must be held

constant and equal to its optimum value at the inlet (as determined above) for an axial

distance equal to one axial blade spacing downstream of the leading edge. This design
practice leaves the partial cavity on the blade undisturbed until the channel section
is reached.

To ensure the uniform inlet velocity assumed in the optimization, the diameter of the

duct or housing upstream of the leading edge is held constant for a length equal to

at least one axial spacing. Thus, the housing diameters both downstream and upstream

of the blade leading edge are held constant. In most cases, these diameters are the

same; but they may differ because of special considerations such as the effects of
leakage flow or the use of a shroud.

The design approach outlined in this section must be modified for the hubless inducer

because a nonuniform velocity distribution is induced at the blade leading edge by the
strong forward sweep of the blading featured in the hubless inducer. No state-of-the-

art design approach is known at present. A cross section of an actual design of an

experimental hubless inducer is shown in reference 1, but no design approach is
indicated.

2.1.4 Fluid Thermodynamic Effects

For an ideal fluid, which is as approximated by cold water, hydrocarbon and amine
fuels, and other low-vapor-pressure fluids, the limitation on suction performance is

always leading-edge cavitation in the inducer. With certain fluids there is observed

a thermodynamic suppression head (TSH) that acts to decrease the critical NPSH

requirements of the inducer (refs. 1, 6-25). Among the fluids known to exhibit this

effect are liquid hydrogen, liquid oxygen, storable oxidizers such as N.,.O,, and hot

(over 200 ° F) water. For liquid hydrogen this effect may be so strong that the

swallowing capacity is limited only by cavitation in the inlet duct; i.e., by c,,,'-'/2g =
(NPSH) .... _, where c,,, is the meridional velocity, calculated for single-phase flow and

(NPSH) .....k is the minimum available net positive suction head in the tank at operating
conditions.

Thermodynamic suppression head is an effect brought about by the decrease in fluid

vapor pressure and additionally, in the case of two-phase flow, by the decrease in fluid

density. The phenomenon of TSH is best defined and understood in the following
mathematical formulations.

13



The basic condition for pump suction performance is that

(NPSH) required _ (NPSH) available (9)

The (NPSH)re_uir_a is determined by the characteristic pump suction specific speed
S'F, which is obtained from pump performance with an ideal fluid (approximated in

practice by cold water). From equations (1) and (4), with Q' as defined in equation

(24)

(NPSH)requiled : (n Q'_'_/S'_*) 4A_ (10)

assuming that the pump characteristic suction performance is independent of the pump
fluid.

By definition, the net positive suction head is the excess of fluid total pressure Ptot._

above vapor pressure p_ divided by the fluid density O,, at the prevailing local condi-
tions. It follows then that the pump sees the value

Ptotal -- Pr )(NPSH)available :2 (11)

OF at inducer leading edge

where Ptot,_, P,, and Or are the local values measured at the inducer inlet; they are dif-

ferent from the values at the tank and depend on the flow conditions.

For the hypothetical ideal fluid, the NPSH value is of constant magnitude (except for

line friction loss) throughout the inlet system from tank to inducer inlet under all

flow conditions; i.e.,

Ptotal -- Pv )(NPSH) ideal Huid _ -- Hloss

PF tank

(12)

where p ...... _, p,, and O,. are the values in the tank at its outlet, and where H_o_ is the
line head loss due to friction.

By definition, the thermodynamic suppression head is determined by the following

equation:

(NPSH) available = (NPSH)ideal fluid -_- TSH, or TSH = (NPSH)a -- (NPSH)if (13)

In practice, (NPSH)_,_t,,,,,,, has never been measured directly, but its value has been

inferred from the measured pump suction performance with various liquids by assuming

that the equal sign applies in equation (9) when head breakdown occurs.
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Varioussemiempiricalcorrelationsof TSH with fluid propertiesand pump parameters
have beenattempted(refs. 24 through27). Thesecorrelationsare basedon a rela-
tionship betweenthe thermal cavitation parameter_, the thermal diffusivity of the
liquid K_, and the size and speed of the pump.

The thermal cavitation parameter and diffusivity are functions of the fluid properties

only; i.e.,

JL 2
= (14)

TCL -- ---- I

Pr Pv

and

kL

KL--

PL CL

(15)

where

J = energy conversion factor, 778.2 ft-lb/Btu
L = latent heat, Btu/lb

CL ---- specific heat of liquid, Btu/lb-°R
T = fluid bulk temperature, °R

Pc := liquid density, lb/ft a
Ot_= vapor density, lb/ft :_
kl, = thermal conductivity of liquid, Btu/(see-ft-°R)
KL = thermal diffusivity of liquid, ft2/sec

a ---- thermal cavitation parameter, ft

Holl (ref. 22) combined the parameters _ and KI, to form the thermal factor fl:

fl -- , sect5 (16)
}/ KL

By hypothesis, TSH is a function of the fluid thermodynamic cavitation properties, the

fluid velocity U,. on the cavity boundary, and the length Le of the cavity. The vari-

ables TSH, _, K,,, Uo and L,. form a set of three independent, physically significant,
dimensionless groups through which the functional relationship is expressible. One set

of three basic groups includes (TSH/_), (LJa), and (U,.L,./KL), from which other sets

are formed by combination, e.g., (TSH/L_.), (L_/a), and (fi2UJL_). The application of

dimensionless groups to the analysis of pump performance studies requires a relation

between a set of basic groups, e.g.,

(TSH)

g_

-- C (Lc/o_) ml (o_UJKL) m2 (Lc/S) rn3 (17)
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where the constantC and the exponents ml, m2, and m3 are determined by tests on

similar pumps, S is the blade spacing, and Uc is a function of the blade tip speed u.
So far, no such relationship with well-established values for the constants and ex-
ponents has been found.

A cavitation number Kc, based on the cavity pressure instead of the liquid bulk vapor

pressure, has been defined (refs. 24 through 27):

I'_8 -- PC

Kc -- (18)
pl; w2/2 g

where

p, = fluid static pressure, lb/ft 2

Pc = fluid vapor pressure in cavity at leading edge, lb/ft 2
Pv = fluid density, lb/ft 3

w -- fluid velocity relative to blade at tip, ft/sec
g = gravitational constant, 32.174 ft/sec 2

Venturi cavitation studies show that K_ is approximately constant while the conven-

tional cavitation number K varies when both are measured over a large range of liquids,

temperatures, velocities, and venturi sizes, provided the geometric similarity of the

cavitated region is maintained (i.e., the ratio of cavity length to diameter, L_/De, is
constant). The studies on venturi cavitation have produced information useful in under-

standing the problem of thermal suppression head in pumps. On the basis of these

studies, attempts have been made to predict actual values for TSH for various fluids

used in pumps (ref. 25). The correlations obtained, however, do not allow successful

prediction of pump performance without the availability of reference data, i.e., data

on the actual performance of the pump with a liquid having TSH effects.

Fluid thermodynamic effects on suction performance are considered in the design phase

by a correction on the available NPSH value. An empirical allowance for TSH is

added to the tank NPSH value (less the inlet line head loss). The assumed TSH value

is based on previous experience with the fluid. No theoretical prediction is attempted

at present. Presently established empirical values for the Mark 10 (F-1 engine) liquid-

oxygen pump (inducer tip speed: 300 ft/sec) and the Mark 15 (J-2 engine) liquid-
hydrogen pump (inducer tip speed: 900 ft/sec) are as follows:

Mark 10-0: TSH = 11 ft, at 163 ° R

Mark 15-F: TSH = 250 ft, at 38 ° R

These values are used with considerable reservation, however, when applied to other

pumps, because the occurrence of thermodynamic suppression head is not well under-

stood and the effect of a change in the characteristic parameters is not known. The

TSH value of a fluid increases with temperature almost as a linear function of vapor

pressure (ref. 20). Tests also indicate the existence of a speed and fluid velocity effect

increasing the TSH with speed (rpm) at fixed flow coefficients (refs. 28 and 29).
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Anothercommonpracticeto allow for the fluid thermodynamiceffectempiricallyin the
design phase is to assume a value (based on experience) for an NPSH factor Z, de-
fined by

2 g (NPSH) tank
Z = (19)

Cm 2

which corresponds to a TSH correction of

(Zovt -- Z)cm 2
(TSH) = (20)

2g

giving the total required NPSH value

(NPSH)r,,qum,d = (NPSH)tank + (TSH) --
Zopt cm 2

2g
(21)

where

Zopt = 3(1 -- 2¢2opt) _ 3 (22)

for small ¢,,,,,.

Present liquid-hydrogen pumps are able to pump two-phase hydrogen at pump-inlet

vapor volume fractions up to 20 percent at design liquid flow coefficient. The basic

limit to pumping two-phase hydrogen occurs when, at high flow coefficients, the flow
area within the inducer blade passages becomes less than upstream flow area. When

this occurs, both two-phase flow and pure saturated liquid flow will choke (ref. 30).

Further experimental investigations aimed at establishing proper criteria for two-phase
flow are in progress.

2.1.5 Blade Profile

In a well-designed inducer cascade, the blade profile does not interfere with the free-

streamline boundary of the cavitating flow at the blade leading edge.

If so-called real fluid effects due to viscosity of the fluid and surface roughness of

the blade are neglected, the flow in cavitating inducers may be adequately described
by potential flow models with a simplified geometry. These models all are based on

the assumption of a two-dimensional, irrotational, steady flow of an incompressible,
inviscid fluid through a two-dimensional cascade of blades. The cascade and flow

conditions represent those of the actual inducer at some fixed radial station.
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A set of physically significant, characteristicparametersrelating to the state of the

fluid, the entering and leaving flows, and the geometry of the cascade is illustrated

in figure 8.

Wlu( : u)

t 6_ u

_ l---_Cascade axis

Figure 8.--Cascade and flow parameters.

The cascade geometry parameters are blade angle fl, blade camber aft, chord length C,

and cascade spacing S. Subscripts 1 and 2 or, occasionally and more distinctly, LE

and TE denote the leading and trailing edges, respectively. The entering and leaving

flows are characterized by the relative velocities wl and we and the angles 71 and Y._

of these flows with the cascade axis. The velocity components normal and parallel to

the cascade axis are w,,, (or w,,) and w,,, respectively. These two components commonly

are designated meridional and tangential components, referring to the equivalent usage

for inducer flow. The meridional flow may or may not be axial but, by common usage,

is always referred to as meridional because the cascade represents the meridional flow

picture of the inducer. The cascade velocity wl is the vector sum of the two com-

ponents represented by the blade velocity u and the fluid meridional velocity c,, at the
inducer inlet. The inlet velocity c,, is assumed uniform over the inlet area; hence

4Q'
Cm -- (23)

crD 2
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whereQ' is a corrected flowrate expressed by

Q
Q' - (24)

(1 - v:')

giving the equivalent swallowing capacity of a hubless inducer.

Various models for the flow in flat-plate cascades with cavitating flow have been

proposed and studied. These models differ essentially in the manner of cavity closure.

There is no unique solution for a constant-pressure cavity of finite length, because the

cavity can be terminated in a variety of ways. Among these cavity models are a re-

entrant jet, an image plate on which the free streamline collapses, and the free-
streamline wake model where the flow gradually recovers pressure on a solid boundary

that resembles a wake. Experimental and visual observations indicate that, of all

these models, the free-streamline wake model (wake model, for short) simulates to
some extent the actual wake downstream of the cavity terminus, where intense mixing

may be seen. The wake model of the flat-plate cascade with semi-infinite blades yields

the simplest possible simulation of the important flow features of a cavitating inducer

with partial cavitation. The theory is described and derived in detail in reference 31.

For supercavitating flow with an infinite cavity, existing solutions (refs. 32 and 33)

treat cascades with a finite chord length and arbitrary camber.

The wake model gives a good approximation to the cavitating flow in the inducer

and is a useful tool for the inducer designer in calculating the cavity boundary. The

main difficulty lies in the evaluation of the free-streamline theory as a function of

cavitation number and angle of incidence of the inducer flow; the analysis involves

the numerical evaluation of some complex variable relationships for the cavity shape.

A computer program written to accomplish these objectives for any given inducer blade

is available (ref. 34).

The cavity velocity w, follows from Bernoulli's law and the definition of the cavitation

number, giving

w,_ = wl\/ 1 ÷ K (25)

Similarly, combining this with the stagnation point condition for the velocity ratios
results in

Wc

w2 - (26)
F ÷ (F 2- 1)!,"-'
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whereF stands for the expression

(1 -k K) I/" sinfl -- (1 + K)-_,_ sin (fi-- 2a)
F = (27)

2 sin (fl -- a)

The wake or cavity height h,, is found from

hc
-- sinfl -- (Wl/W2)sin(fi -- a) (28)

S

which determines the maximum blade thickness that may be contained in the cavity

with proper shaping of the leading edge (fig. 9).

_X__----rT-W77"7 //// / / / /

. __ / h ,._. Wake

_--_ CZwt f _"'---- Blade

Figure 9.--Blade in cavity.

For the extreme case of supercavitation, the free streamline approaches a wedge shape

at the leading edge with an angle equal to the angle of incidence a.

The cavitation number K attains its minimum value at supercavitation:

2sinasin(fl-- _)
Kmin :_ (29)

1 + cos/3

When a :: 0 or a = fi, then K,,,,,,- 0; but these values are not realistic, because in
the first case there is no deflection of the flow and in the second case there is no

throughfiow in the cascade. The equation does bring out clearly that, to obtain small

cavitation numbers, the blade angle should be small.

At a -: fi/2 a maximum value of K,,,,. is obtained:
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max Kmin _ tan 2 ---- (30)
2

which also shows the need for small blade angles fl to get small values of K. Because

of blade thickness and boundary-layer blockage, in actual operation with a real fluid

the attained values of K are approximately two to three times greater than the maxi-

mum values of K,,,_,.

2.1.6 Blade Leading-EdgeSharpness

The radius of curvature of the free streamline rF_,. at the leading edge constitutes an

upper limit for the permissible nose radius of the blade profile. In practice this radius

is very small and, in case of supercavitation, rF._x._ 0. This means that the blade

should be knife-sharp at the leading edge, in agreement with experimental evidence.

When ultimate suction performance is required, the leading edge is made knife-sharp.

However, a practical limit on the radius of the leading edge is the value t/lO0, where

t is the maximum thickness of the blade profile. For large inducers (e.g., those used

in the J-2 and F-1 engines), common practice is to leave the edge 0.005 to 0.010 in.
thick.

2.1.7 Blade Sweep

The radial shape of the leading edge affects both the suction performance and the blade

load and bending stress. Sweeping back and rounding off the radial contour of the

leading edge has resulted in increases of 10 to 25 percent in suction specific speed

(refs. 35 and 36). Structurally, the sweepback removes the corner flap and redis-

tributes the blade load, thus reducing the possibility of failure. The blade wrap is

reduced, but the reduction can be allowed for in the design by a slight increase in

axial length. On shrouded inducers, the leading edge is usually swept forward to

avoid sharp corners and to provide fillets where the blade meets the shroud.

2.1.8 Blade Cant

Canting of the blade is done for mechanical reasons only. At high blade loadings, the

blade is canted forward to partially counterbalance hydrodynamic and centrifugal bend-

ing forces; also, canting produces a double curvature, which makes the blade stiffer

and stronger. The backward or forward sweep of the leading edge is obtained by a

face cut on the inducer blading such that forward canting of the blade results in a

sweepback of the leading edge and a backward cant angle results in a forward-swept

leading edge. Machining of the blade space is easier when the blade is perpendicular

to the hub taper.

2.1.9 Blade Angle

The inducer suction performance is a function of the blade angle fi at the leading edge.
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Theflow incidenceangle_ is chosento minimizebladeblockage. Experienceindicates
that for designpurposesthe ratio c_/fl is a characteristic parameter that varies with
blade thickness as necessary to keep the blade inside the cavity. Values for this ratio

range from a low of 0.35 for thin blades to a high of 0.50 for thick blades; the mean

of 0.425 is a common design value.

2.1.10 Blade Lead

For an inducer, the best inlet configuration is the so-called flat-plate inducer, which

has constant lead both radially and axially. The lead of the blade is given by

A-- 2_rtanfi (31)

where r is the radial coordinate on the blade.

The fluid velocity relative to the blade w varies along the radius according to the

velocity diagram based on the flow coefficient at the blade tip and the inlet velocity

c,,,. The blade angle must vary correspondingly along the radius to maintain optimum
values of _/fi. For a uniform flow with zero prewhirl and small blade angles, this

variation agrees well with the commonly used flat-plate inducer blade-angle variation

with radius (i.e., r tan fi :: constant), which is easy to manufacture.

2.1.11 BladeThickness

The blade thickness t is determined from a combination of hydrodynamic and struc-

tural design considerations.

Hydrodynamically, the blade thickness is designed to lie inside the cavity (ref. 4)
and wake of the cavitating flow at design NPSH and at 10 to 20 percent over design

flow. Structurally, the blade is designed to resist the worst combination of centrifu-

gal and pressure forces. To reduce stress concentrations at the root section, a gen-

erous fillet is provided at the hub juncture.

The result is a blade that tapers along its length from a maximum thickness at the

hub to a minimum thickness at the tip.

2.1.12 BladeCamber

The head-rise capability of the flat-plate inducer is fixed at about p _ 0.075 by the

limited fluid turning angle of a straight cascade. For higher head coefficients, a cam-

bered blade profile is required. Experiments have shown that suction performance

may be maintained with a cambered blade when the blade angle at the leading edge
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fi_,_: is the same as for the flat-plate cascade. In order to maintain the same cavity

development, the cambered blade starts with zero curvature, and the camber gradu-

ally increases from zero at the inlet to the required amount at the discharge. The
variation of the curvature follows a smooth monotone curve from zero at the lead-

ing edge to a maximum at the trailing edge. The simplest distribution of camber is

given by the circular arc with the blade angle increasing steadily from fil to /3_ and
constant curvature from inlet to outlet. A circular-arc blade has been used for small

amounts of camber (i.e., a few degrees); but this blade does not satisfy the recom-

mended variation of curvature from zero at the inlet to a maximum at the outlet,

and there is some loss of suction performance. It is common practice to assume some

distribution of camber on the rms (root-mean-square) diameter and calculate the

corresponding head-rise distribution as a check.

2.1.13 Blade Surface Finish

A considerable amount of research (refs. 37 and 38) has been carried out on the

effect of surface roughness on cavitation inception and hydraulic efficiency. It has

been found, for example, that, when the measured efficiency of a hydraulically

smooth specimen with a 2 _ in. surface finish (ASA) was compared with the meas-

ured efficiency of specimens that had 160/_ in. finishes, efficiency was reduced 5.9

percent with chordwise striations and 7.2 percent with spanwise striations (ref. 37).

Early occurrence of incipient cavitation as an effect of surface roughness has also
been observed.

2.1.14 Blade Number

When high-density fluids are pumped, the hydraulic loads on the blades require large

blade chords to provide adequate bending strength. In addition, the hydrodynamic

requirement for a small ratio of blade thickness to blade spacing to accommodate
the blade thickness inside the cavity makes a large spacing necessary. These re-

quirements for long chord length and large blade spacing are equivalent to a re-

quirement for low blade numbers.

The choice of blade number affects the axial length of the inducer, which is pro-

portional to the blade chord length. The possibility of alternate blade cavitation

makes an odd number of blades desirable (ref. 39). Alternate blade cavitation is
one of several possible cavitation patterns.

One-bladed inducer designs have been considered, but were given up because of

balancing problems. The best suction performance is obtained with a small number

of blades, normally between two and five. A three-bladed inducer is the preferred

design if design considerations such as solidity, aspect ratio, and axial length per-

mit. The blade number N is chosen with matching requirements of the impeller in
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mind. Preferably, the impeller blade number is made a multiple of N to promote

symmetry of flow. When the impeller blade number is a prime, however, no such
choice is possible.

2.1.15 CascadeSolidity

The solidity of the inducer cascade a affects the suction performance through its

effect on blade loading and deviation angle (refs. 40 and 41). Solidity is given by

C Lax
a -- "_ (32)

S A

as a function of chord length C and blade spacing S and also as a function of

blade axial length Lax and blade lead A. For a flat-plate inducer, the solidity stays

essentially constant over radius except for effects of blade sweepback. A high so-
lidity improves the suction performance and tends to counteract cavitation-induced

oscillations. For best suction performance, current practice requires a > 2.0 to 2.5

at all blade sections from tip to hub, and low values for blade loading and devia-

tion angle. This condition gives the leading-edge cavity sufficient time to collapse

undisturbed by pressure fields from channel loading of the blade. By experience, any
infringement on this condition has resulted in unsatisfactory performance. For in-

stance, the employment of splitter vanes or increased camber to gain additional head

rise in this inlet region has been unsuccessful.

2.2 Inducer Flow-Channel and Blade Geometry

The head rise and efficiency of the inducer depend to a great extent on the flow

conditions in the channel region of the blading, i.e., the region where the blades

overlap. The special problems of pump inducers with high head rise require careful

design of the channel region of the blade. The blade geometry and the contours of

the meridional flow passage constitute special problems for efficient design.

2.2.1 ChannelFlow

The flow conditions in the channel region may be estimated for an incompressible

fluid by an approximate calculation based on four assumptions:

(1) Constant radial lead,

X = r tan fl = constant (33)
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(2) Simpleradial equilibrium,

whereh is fluid static head.

dh cu"

dr r g
(34)

(3) Perfect guidance (fluid follows blade),

7 = P (35)

(4) Zero loss (100-percent efficiency),

C 2 U Cu
H : h+ -- HI +---- (36)

2g g

where H is the total head and H_ is the total head at station 1.

The blade cant angle is assumed to be zero or small. Under these assumptions, the

flow at an arbitrary axial station l is given by the equation for the local head
coefficient,

d _z 2r dr
--÷

_l r2 -_- k2
--0 (37)

with the solution

C¢ C¢ C_
¢i -- -- sin2 /_ -- COS2fi (38)

r2 + X2 k2 1-2

where C_, denotes a constant of integration that must satisfy the continuity condi-

tion. The local velocities are given by

ca -- (I -- _bz)X_o (39)

Cu = _lrto (40)

where ¢o is the angular velocity of the inducer and X¢o and re are, respectively, lead

velocity and blade velocity of the inducer.

The parameters X and C¢ may vary with the axial station. The local total head-

rise -_H is

COS 2 fl COS 2 fl
_H -- C_(z2 -- AHms (41)

g COS2 fires
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where AH .... is the headrise at some convenient radial reference station, preferably

the rms radius. The constant C_: depends on the blade blockage at the axial station

considered. For a tapered blade, the integrations can be performed and the con-

stant expressed in closed form. The local blade thickness is given by

tl -- a - br (42)

where

and

tu -- tl
b = (42a)

rT -- rlt

a -- t,l _- b rl/ (42b)

Then, for an inducer with blade number - j, the constant is given by

IAt -- Jim -- (Q/Xw)
C¢ 7- (43)

I,l_ -- j Iw_,

where l.tt, 1.12, I1_1, and It¢2 are given by

I.tl - _ (rT 2 -- rn'-') (43a)

sin fin
1,12 : 277 In -- (43b)

sin fly,

E ( )] E ]"ak cos fl In tan ---fl T bk'_ sin-a B (43c)
Igt -- 2 sin e fl 2 n 3 n

.... In tan - -- + b -- (43d)
IB2 _. 2 sin fl .

The subscripts T and H denote tip and hub, respectively, and

[ ]2,f (B) = f(flr) - l (flu)
-- It

(44)

2.2.2 DischargeFlow

The normal low-head inducer design is used as the inlet portion of the pump im-

peller, which may be radial, axial, or mixed-flow type. The flow passes directly

from one rotating component to another without intervening stators. As a result,

no matching problems are encountered except, possibly, that of finding an optimum

relative location of the two sets of blades that will prevent wakes from blades in
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the upstream rotor from hitting blades in the downstream rotor. However, this nor-

mal low-head inducer design may be combined with a high head-rise channel region

following the inducer proper to form a so-called high-head inducer. The matching

of this combination with the following component, a stator, presents a problem, be-

cause the stator needs a radially constant head across the passage in order to

operate efficiently. For this condition to exist, the inducer discharge must be a free
vortex flow with a rotation that is given by the expression

r c,, :- constant (45)

This condition is difficult to obtain physically with the inducer blades, because the

rotation of a helical inducer is given by

r -_- k2

r cu
- constant (=_Cz) (46)

For free-vortex-flow blading, the hub angle becomes greater and the tip angle smaller

than for a helix with a radially constant lead. This configuration results in differ-

ent wrap angles for hub and tip and a corresponding manufacturing problem. One

solution to this problem is to divide the inducer into two or more parts, with the

front part consisting of the actual inducer and an extended channel region and the

other parts consisting of axially interrupted blading. These inducer parts may either

be on separate hubs or be machined on the same hub. If separate pieces, they must

be fastened together or fastened separately to the shaft. The head is calculated for

a number of streamlines, assuming simple radial equilibrium; this method has been

shown to give close agreement (refs. 42 and 43) with measured values for the

axial velocities. The axisymmetric blade-to-blade solutions are more accurate but

are seldom used for axial flow because of their complexity.

2.2.3 Impeller-Inducer Matching

The inducer discharge dimensions must match those of the impeller eye. The re-

quirements for the impeller eye diameter and the inducer discharge diameter may

be conflicting because of head-rise limitations, in that an increase in the impeller

eye diameter will decrease the impeller head but an increase in inducer discharge

diameter will increase the inducer head, and vice versa. For these reasons, the exact

matching of inducer discharge diameters and impeller inlet eye diameters may be

impractical. With sufficient axial clearance between the two components, however,
a reasonably smooth boundary of the flow passage may be drawn.

The axial clearance distance (inducer-impeller or inducer-stator) is dictated mainly

by mechanical design considerations such as minimum length and weight of pump
and rotor and assembly requirements. However, for inducer-stator combinations (as

in axial-flow pumps), the minimum permissible clearance for safe running must be

maintained. The magnitude of the permissible axial clearance depends on the stiff-

ness of the rotor and the casing, on the rigidity of the bearings, on the differential
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thermal expansionof rotor and stator, and possiblyon distortions due to load and
temperature.Hydrodynamicmatching betweeninducer and impeller also requires a
certain minimum clearanceof the magnitudeof the bladegap, which equals Lax/a.
For good suction performance, the axial spacing between inducer and impeller blades
is kept at least as large as this blade gap.

2.2.4 Trailing-EdgeSharpness

Sharpening of the trailing edges is not critical. Trailing-edge sharpening is used par-

ticularly in applications where it is important that the blade wake and drag of the
inducer be minimized. The trailing-edge sharpening increases the head rise and im-

proves the efficiency of the inducer. The preferred blade sharpening is centerline faired.

2.2.5 Trailing-EdgeContour

The trailing-edge contour normally is not critical and often is left straight radial.

The major consideration in contouring the trailing edge is the proximity of stators,
coupled with the possibility of blade flutter. The structural integrity of the blade

is improved by cutting off the outer corner of the blade at the sacrifice of some
solidity.

2.2.6 DischargeAngle

The fluid turning angle ±7 along a streamline follows from the Euler equation for
the head rise

g AHnet : A(bt Cu)Tlbl (47)

The equation is solved for the tangential velocity component at the discharge c,,._,, to

determine the velocity triangle and the fluid discharge angle 7_. The blade efficiency
_b, is assumed to be 0.85.

For low-head inducers it is satisfactory to determine the lead of the inducer based

on the rms station only. For high-head inducers with free vortex flow, the lead of
the inducer is determined for a minimum of two radial stations, one close to the

hub and the other close to the tip, to define the blade completely.

2.2.7 DeviationAngle

The blade angle varies along radius according to _--r tan fi, where the lead

(A --_ 2,':rk) should be determined for the mean (i.e., rms) diameter D .... from the
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required headrise. The dischargeblade angle fi ..... ,,,_ is the sum of the fluid angle
Y .....T_: and the deviation angle _ at this station. The deviation angle _ is an expres-

sion of how well the blading guides the fluid. The value of 8 may be estimated from

rules developed for compressor blades by Carter (ref. 44) and by other investigators

(refs. 45 and 46). None of the studies on deviation angle was made for inducers,

but Carter's rule has given reasonably good results when modified to allow for the

different flow conditions in inducers and compressors. Carter's rule is

= M(_TE -- l_LE)/ab (48)

where

a _ solidity
b _- exponent, a function of inlet blade angle fiLE with values in the range from 0.5 to

1.0; approximate value of b for inducers is 0.5
M--coefficient, a function of stagger angle and the location of maximum thickness;

approximate values of M for inducers are 0.25 to 0.35

Carter's rule is derived from an empirical correlation between cascade parameters

and experimental deviation angles for purely two-dimensional flow with constant

blade height and the incidence angle of impact-free entry, essentially zero for thin

blades. Sometimes a modified form of the rule, based on fluid turning angle aY,

is used for flat-plate inducers with

t$ = 0.10 to 0.20 A7 (49)

However, because the flow is not two-dimensional and because the flow area and

blade height of inducers vary from inlet to discharge, the application of Carter's

rule to inducer blades involves various corrections. The blade camber usually is re-

ferred to a zero-action blade camber _fio, such that the active blade camber is given by

Aflactive = Af -- A_0 = filE -- J_TE, 0 (50)

Also, the incidence angle _ is included with the blade camber, so that the deviation
angle is found from

M (a + _ fiaeti,,e)
(_ = (51)

where

Aft : riTE -- fiLE (52)

and, with approximation,

-- _ .... 1 fiLE
A/_0 : flTE,0 fiLE A2 r2

(53)
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which follows from continuity of flow for a helical inducer. The ratios (A1/A2) and

(r_/r..,), are, respectively, the ratio of inducer inlet area to discharge area and the
ratio of the radii at inlet and discharge of a stream surface s containing the blade

section, e.g., at tip, hub, and rms stations.

On high-head inducers, Carter's rule is used to find the deviation angle of the vortex-

type blading constituting the channel region of the inducer, such that the required

camber angle of this part of the inducer blading can be established.

2.2.8 ClearanceLosses

The inducer performance is strongly dependent on the effect of clearance losses.

The leakage flow through the clearance has a disturbing effect on the main flow

entering the blading, tending to cause early separation. It is the source of the first

visual occurrence of cavitation and lowers the suction performance correspondingly

at partial head dropoff, but not at supercavitation.

The clearance losses are a function of the ratio c/L of radial clearance to blade

length or, preferably and more precisely, of the ratio of clearance to passage height

(D -- d)/2. This latter expression is particularly appropriate in extreme cases where the

clearances are large. A study of inducers with cylindrical tip contour indicates that the

loss in performance may be estimated from the following empirical relationships:

The effect on S_ follows from

$8 : Ss,o(1 -- ks V' c/L ) (54)

and the effect on _ follows from

= _o(1 -- k_ 1/ c/L ) _55)

where (from experiments) k_ = 0.50 to 0.65 and k_ = 1.0. The subscript 0 refers to
zero clearance.

The clearance effect is compensated for in design by additional blade length and

work input.

2.2.9 Shrouding

Shrouding of inducers serves three principal functions: control of clearance; rein-

forcement of structure; and protection of blades, liner, and housing from erosion

or cavitation damage.
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(1) Clearance control.--By use of a shroud, the blading may be run with zero
clearance losses except for the leakage past the shroud; this leakage is

controlled by using close-clearance wearing rings of a suitable material with

good rubbing and wearing qualities, e.g., polychlorotrifluoroethylene (Kel-F).

(2) Structural re-',nforeement.--By proper design, the shroud can be made to
distribute the blade forces more uniformly, both among the blades and over

the axial extent of the blading. Also, the shroud absorbs some of the bend-

ing load that otherwise would have to be carried by the blade root. With

cambered blades, the stiffening effect of a shroud is especially strong; blade

vibrations are prevented or dampened, and the stress level due to bending

is reduced.

(3) Erosion or cavitation damage protection.--In certain eases the flow around
the end of the blades, in the clearance space, has produced cavitation ero-

sion of a nonmetallic lining (e.g., Kel-F) used to improve rubbing char-

acteristics of the blading. Cavitation erosion will destroy such a soft liner

in a very short time. The only solution then is to use a shrouded rotor.

Shroudina of inducers occasionally is used as a fix for design shortcomings

discovered in the development period. Tests on similar inducers with and

without shrouds have shown the shrouded inducer to have slightly worse

performance (refs. 47-49). The shroud may or may not cover the full axial

length of the blading (see sec. 2.4.7).

2.2.10 Blade Geometry Description

For fabrication of an inducer with the desired blade geometry, the geometry must

be expressed in terms suitable for manufacturing and inspection purposes, i.e., the

blade shape must be described by coordinates that can be obtained by direct meas-
urements on the inducer. It is common practice to convert the blade description in

terms of blade angles, blade thickness variation, and leading- and trailing-edge geome-

try into a set of coordinates for both pressure and suction sides of the blade.
This conversion ordinarily is clone by a manufacturing division department for mas-

ter dimensions; a special computer program is used. It may be done on the drafting

board by making an accurate layout of the blading. A tolerance band is always

specified for the theoretical coordinates to ensure repeatable performance of the

inducers.

2.3 Inducer Inlet Line

Inducer cavitation performance is dependent on the inlet flow conditions that in

turn are dependent on the inlet-line configuration and the inducer operating point.

These relationships are discussed in the sections below.
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2.3.1 Inlet-Line Configuration

Any configuration that causes a loss in NPSH or creates a nonuniform flow dis-

tribution will be detrimental to the inducer suction performance. To obtain smooth

flow into the inducer eye, the inlet-line area is blended smoothly into the inducer
inlet area without any sudden diameter changes or breaks in the wall contour. Any

projection of a rib or stud into the inlet flow or imperfect matching of duct and

inducer inlet-casing diameters has a detrimental effect on the suction performance

and smooth operation of the inducer. Sudden expansion and contraction sections

of the inlet line are avoided because of the high loss coefficients involved and the

strong turbulence created. When turbopump installation in the engine system re-

quires a bend in the line, a vaned elbow or a large-radius elbow with a low loss

coefficient and a uniform exit-flow distribution is used, depending on space limita-

tions (see also sec. 2.1.1.1).

2.3.2 Inlet-Line Fluid Velocity

It is important that no cavitation occur anywhere in the inlet line. To achieve this

objective, the velocity of the fluid at any point in the line is kept below its velocity
at the inducer inlet. Even fluids with large fluid thermodynamic effects, such as

liquid hydrogen, are kept well below the maximum obtainable cavitating velocity of

C,n, max _- _/ 2g(NPSH)tank (56)

at which the static pressure equals the vapor pressure. Fluids that do not exhibit

fluid thermodynamic effects do not exceed the value

_/ 2g (NPSH) tankC,,, _ (57)
3

2.3.3 Inlet-Line Heat Transfer

For cryogenic propellants, heat transfer from the atmosphere to the tank and the

inlet line may raise the temperature of the fluid by an amount that significantly

lowers the NPSH available to the inducer. An uninsulated liquid-oxygen line exposed

to the atmosphere builds up an insulating layer of ice from the moisture in the air.
Apart from the benefit derived from this effect, liquid-oxygen lines often carry

thermal insulation to protect them against thermal radiation and convection heating

in space. An uninsulated liquid-hydrogen line exposed to the atmosphere does not

develop an ice layer but acts as a condenser, liquefying the air around it. Thus, it

has a high rate of heat transfer, and the duct fluid experiences a rise in tempera-

ture of several degrees.
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It is common practice to reduce such heating of hydrogen by using a vacuum-
jacketedinlet line. The line, includingbellows,is a double-walldesign.

2.3.4 Bypass Flow

The balance piston bypass flow of axial-flow liquid-hydrogen pumps can create un-

desirable effects if not reintroduced in a careful manner. Whenever the geometry

of the inducer and the relative pressure level of the bypass fluid permit, this fluid

is discharged behind the inducer. Otherwise, it is reintroduced into the main flow

either through a hollow inducer shaft and spinner into the center of the inlet duct

or through a duct back to the inlet duct in a manner that causes a minimum of
disturbance to the main flow.

2.3.5 Backflow and Prewhirl

Backflow occurs at low flow (about 90 percent or less of design value) as a result
of local head breakdown in the tip region. The detailed effects of backflow on in-

ducer performance have not yet been established. Since backflow is a phenomenon
of uncontrolled flow, it is desirable to attempt to reduce it or to control its effects.

Incorporating a backflow deflector in the inlet line (fig. 10) may improve the suc-

tion performance at low flow (refs. 50-52). Below nominal flow (i.e., between 20

and 90 percent of design flow) where backflow becomes significant, the deflector
results in increased head, reduced critical NPSH, and lower amplitudes of low

frequency oscillations. Above nominal flow, the deflector has a detrimental effect.

q

3 _-- Backflow

,o,ot\  o,o /  ,n ocor
adapter flow ,

f

Figure 10.--Backflow deflector configuration.
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Data using the backflow deflector are limited, however,and further development
work is neededon deflectordesignand operation.

Backflow at the inducer inlet may cause erroneous inlet pressure readings if the

data station location is close to the inducer inlet. In this event, it is difficult to ob-

tain reliable NPSH values in suction performance tests. To get inlet pressure readings

that are not influenced by upstream flow disturbances caused by the inducer, the

data station is located, when possible, at least 20 diameters upstream of the inducer.

The accuracy of the NPSH values is also improved by the use of an inlet section

having a locally enlarged area that muffles the backflow generated by the inducer

at low flows and low NPSH. This design is purely a device for improving pressure

measurement. It does not improve flow conditions in general and, in fact, may cause

a slightly increased head loss of the flow. The design is incorporated only for meas-

urement purposes and is removed when no longer required.

Prewhirl of the inlet flow may be generated through momentum transfer by mixing

the inlet flow with high-velocity fluid taken from the pump discharge and injected

through a ring of orifices in a tangential direction upstream of the inducer. Prewhirl
introduced in this manner has improved flow distribution and reduced flow insta-

bilities that occur when the pump is throttled. At throttled conditions, the suction

performance was increased a maximum of 50 percent with the use of about 10-

percent recirculation (refs. 53-55). The use of prewhirl by mixing is still an ex-

perimental feature and has not yet become an established design practice. When

pumping liquid hydrogen, heating of the pump fluid due to recirculation may become

a limiting factor, but no data to that effect are available.

2.4 Mechanical Design and Assembly

All the fundamental considerations for performance, structural integrity, and manu-
facturing must be coordinated into a complete and unified layout providing all the

information needed for the manufacturing process. Mechanical design and assembly

constitute the backbone of inducer design.

2.4.1 Hub Configuration

Figures 11 and 12 show the typical hub configuration for low-head, low-speed ap-

plications and high-head, high-speed applications. Hydrodynamically, the hub diame-

ter should be small on the inlet end and should match the fluid passage of the

downstream component (impeller, axial flow blade, etc.) on the discharge end.
Structurally, however, the hub must be sized to sustain the loads imposed, i.e., the

hub radial thickness must provide a foundation capable of developing the necessary

centrifugal and bending strength of the blades along the blade-hub junction. The

hub normally is made somewhat longer than the blade plus the fillets to allow room

for machining and tool runout.
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Figurel l.--Conventionallow-headinducerhub. Figure12.--High-headinducerhub.

2.4.2 Blade Root Juncture

The fillet at the blade root is a purely structural means to avoid or reduce stress

concentrations (ref. 56), improving fatigue life correspondingly. Hydrodynamically

the fillet represents a deviation from the true blade profile desired; it protrudes

through the cavity and disturbs the flow. Where stress concentrations cannot be

avoided, their effect may be minimized by polishing or shot peening (ref. 57) the
blade surface.

2.4.3 Shaft Dimensions

The pump shaft is part of the general pump design, but the inducer end of the shaft

is determined by the inducer designer to fit the requirements of the inducer drive and

attachment. These requirements include adequate splines or keyways to drive the

inducer, means for axial retention (spinner nut or bolt), possibly a hollow shaft to

provide for return flow, and any special provisions for assembly and retention of

rotating parts.

The impeller torque normally is much greater than that of the inducer, which means

that the shaft and hub under the impeller must be larger than those under the in-

ducer. The torque load is strongly dependent on pump speed and flowrate, and may
have cyclic variations during periods of flow instabilities. The inducer power torque

load can be transmitted to the hub from the driving shaft by several methods. Shear

pins or keys are normally used for low-torque applications, and splines are used for
high-torque applications.

2.4.4 Piloting

Radial piloting is a major concern in high-speed rotating hardware where rotor bal-

ancing and critical speeds are of importance. Positive piloting even under maximum

operating conditions constitutes an established practice.
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2.4.5 Axial Retention

Studs and bolts used for axial retention of inducer rotating parts are highly loaded
to provide the clamping force necessary to withstand the maximum inducer axial

forces that occur during operation. Great care is taken not to overstress fasteners

during assembly; precalculated amounts of stretch are used as a measure of the

actual preload,

The axial retention of the inducer is the major factor in preventing any relative mo-
tion between two parts that can cause fretting corrosion at the interface. Relative

motion is particularly critical for oxidizer pumps, where the heat generated might

initiate an explosion. To prevent any relative motion, the axial preload is kept high
enough to provide positive axial piloting at all times, and the method of applying

the preload is controlled accurately. When this procedure is not possible, fretting is

minimized by the use of various types of surface treatments such as plating or the

use of a dry-film lubricant with the oxidizer.

An example of an arrangement for axial retention is shown in figure 13.

Volute Support

cover_ assembly
Volute _ _. A ,,

,nd,cer----,,,_;,_ ] ,_1| 1[_

I _ m _ ,_'%,,-..._ _ "--Seal /

-4" t ...... B_J --R0t_-/
seal

Figure 13.--Axial retention arrangement.

2.4.6 Clearance Effects

The blade tip clearance, the gap between the inducer blade tip and the pump inlet-

tunnel inner surface, is a critical parameter (sec. 2.2.8). When the clearance is in-
adequate, shaft loads may cause inducer deflections such that interference with

the housing will occur. The resultant interference may induce loads of such a mag-

nitude that blade failures occur or sufficient heat is generated to cause chemical

reactions or explosions in the case of oxidizer pumps. The effect of blade rubbing
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is strongly dependenton the bladeand housingmaterial and the fluid environment.
For instance,high-speedrubbing of titanium blade tips against the steel housingin
fuel inducershasnot producedunusualwearor galling.

The dimensionsof the matchingcomponents,rotor and housing,whererubbing might
occur are of critical importancein the estimationof the effect of stress and strain
and of thermal expansionsand distortionson the runningclearances.A detailedstudy
of theseeffectsprecedesthe final determinationof the blueprint dimensionsof rotor
and housing.

Cryogenicpumpsoften are testedinitially in water. In this test condition,the rotor
assemblyruns at a temperaturemuchdifferent from that of the pumpoperatingcon-
ditions, with a large effect on running clearance.Therefore,great care is taken to
identify, calculate,and accountfor all possibledeflections,displacements,and thermal
expansionsand distortions so that the effective clearancesare at all times within
the operationaldesignallowables.

2.4.7 Shroud

As discussed in section 2.2.9, a shroud is often used to obtain clearance control.

However, in high-speed inducers, a shroud cannot support itself as a free-floating

ring but must be carried by the blades. This limitation restricts the use of a hub-

less inducer to low-speed applications. Present manufacturing practices allow the

shroud to be welded or brazed onto the blade tips or allow the inducer to be cast

as one piece. Inducers can be cast with very little machining or cleanup required

except for the leading-edge and trailing-edge fairing, which should be kept smooth.

The leading edge is usually swept forward on shrouded inducers to avoid sharp

corners and to provide fillets at the shroud-to-blade junctures. The shroud may or

may not cover the full axial length of the blading.

2.4.8 Misassembly

In the assembly of built-up rotors, the possibility of misassembly exists whenever a
part can be mounted in more than one position. Various practices are used to pre-

clude the possibility of misassembly. These usually take the form of minor modifi-

cations to the hardware that prevent mating the parts when they are not in the

correct position.

2.4.9 RotationDirection

All the various components of a rotating assembly obviously must be designed for

the same direction of rotation. It is an established practice to coordinate design ef-

forts and avoid problems of mismatched direction of rotation by making a preliminary

axonometric projection of the assembly that shows clearly the direction of rotation

(fig. 14). Copies are furnished to all designers on the job.
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Figure 14.--Turbopump flow pattern.
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2.4.10 Inducer Balancing

Because the inducer is part of a high-speed rotor system, it must be well balanced

to obtain stable running. Inducer components are balanced separately to specified

limits, depending on pump size and speed, mainly by removal of material. Material

is removed either by drilling holes in the hub parallel to the axis or by thinning and

fairing the blade tip. The conventional way of balancing is to remove material from

the heavy side of the part. In aerospace designs, however, space and weight limita-

tions often do not provide sufficient material to allow removal for balancing. Some-

times weighting must be used instead. For instance, for aluminum parts, the addi-

tion of lead plugs can increase the possible amount of correction by a factor of 3 to 4.

For oxidizer pumps the danger of entrapping contamination always exists. For that

reason, holes or crevices in the inducer (such as tapped holes for the addition of

screws) are undesirable because contaminants may collect there. Only metal removal
is used as the method for balancing these pumps. Although with hydrocarbon fuels

and hydrogen there is little or no concern with respect to chemical compatibility of

the propellant with contaminants, there is a potential for the reaction of hydrazine

base fuels with contaminants such as iron or rust (ref. 58). These materials can

catalyze the decomposition of monomethylhydrazine, and the resultant gases can
cause cavitation in turbomachinery.

2.4.11 Cavitation-Induced Oscillations

In most inducers, pressure and flow oscillations occur over some region of the op-

erating NPSH and flow range. The oscillations of concern are in the low-frequency

range, 5 to 40 Hz, and are the direct result of the hydrodynamic coupling of the
inducer with the flow system of which it is a part. These oscillations can be of suf-

ficient magnitude to impair the inducer performance in a pumping system. No specific
criteria for absolute stability are known. Although there have been observations on

trends or effects that are considered beneficial (refs. 59-67), the understanding and

successful prediction of these cavitation-induced oscillations require further research.

Three methods, none of them a proven and consistent success, have been tried (refs.

59-67) to eliminate or reduce the inducer-generated pressure oscillations:

(1) Drilling holes in the blades.--The holes tend to stabilize the cavity and thus
eliminate oscillation. Hole drilling is still very much an art in that there is

little knowledge of how cavity behavior is affected by holes. Inducers of

different designs do not act alike, and the required hole pattern is unpre-
dictable from one inducer design to another. Rebalancing of the inducer is

required if holes are drilled.

(2) Physically attaching wedges to the inducer blade.--These wedges are attached
to the suction side of each blade near the tip. The purpose of the wedge
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is to provide a solid surfaceupon which the blade cavity can close, thus
stabilizing its position.This practicemay be harmful to the suction perform-
ance.Rebalancingof the inducer is required if wedgesare attached.

(3) Increasing the tip clearance.--This practice is the most ineffective and most

harmful. It degrades the suction performance (NPSH) and, in most cases,
does not change the pressure oscillation pattern.

2.5 Material Selection

The material selected for pump inducers must possess a combination of strength,
chemical reactivity, and special properties suitable for the intended use.

The use of given values for the strength properties of the inducer material must take

into account the effect of random variations in materials composition, the effect of

variations in treatment from batch to batch, and the spread of test results. To put
the design procedure on a firm basis in this respect, it has become an established

practice to base the design stress level on the minimum guaranteed properties in

accordance with principles stated in reference 68 (par. 1.4.1.1, Basis A).

2.5.1 Strength

Inducer materials normally are selected from the alloys of stainless steel, titanium,

and aluminum. The respective specific densities of these preferred alloys are approxi-
mately 8.0, 4.5, and 2.7; they therefore represent a wide spectrum of material den-

sities. The strengths of these materials vary somewhat in the same order as the

densities. For applications involving inertia loading, the strength-to-density ratio (often

somewhat misleadingly called strength-to-weight ratio) is an important parameter

for material selection; for other types of loading (e.g., hydrodynamic, static preload

in assembly, thrust forces), the strength itself is the important parameter. In par-
ticular cases where minimum blade thickness is of overriding concern for high suc-

tion performance and where the hydrodynamic loading causes large bending mo-

ments, the material with the highest strength is preferred.

The selection of a specific material from those listed above is further limited by con-

siderations of chemical reactivity, cavitation erosion, and the need for special prop-

erties such as ductility, notch toughness, etc.

2.5.2 Chemical Reactivity

Material selection for pump inducers is governed by considerations of compatibility

with the pump fluid and operation. Of special concern are the explosion hazard for

oxidizer pumps, hydrogen embrittlement for liquid-hydrogen pumps, and general
corrosion effects.
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Titanium alloys are preferred for fuel inducersbecauseof their high strength-to-
densityratio and superbresistanceto cavitationerosion. They are not usedfor oxi-
dizer pump applicationsbecauseof chemicalreactivity; they propagatefire violently
or show rapid reactionwhen ignited by high-temperaturefriction conditions.

Titanium alloys offer no problemwith hydrazine,UDMH, and water (refs. 69 through
73), but they" are not compatible with liquid fluorine or liquid oxygen or with a

mixture of these fluids (FLOX). Ignition has been observed at different impact levels

on titanium alloys tested in liquid fluorine; similar tests on titanium samples in
oxygen have shown that ignition in liquid oxygen is even more severe than in liquid

fluorine. In all tests with fluorine, even though the reaction was initiated, it failed

to propagate itself; whereas in oxygen (in 1 test out of 26) the ignition became

general and the sample was burned completely (ref. 74).

IRFNA causes rapid intergranular corrosion of titanium alloys. The corrosion prod-

ucts are pyrophoric and present an extremely dangerous explosive hazard. Titanium

alloys used with uninhibited nitrogen tetroxide (brown N._,O_) undergo stress cor-

rosion cracking. In addition, titanium alloys are not compatible with N:,O_ when
used in rotating components where rubbing or fretting can occur. High-speed rub-

bing in N._,O_ has caused ignition of the titanium alloy; however, unlike the pyro-

phoric reaction with oxygen, the fire does not propagate once the rubbing ceases.

Aluminum alloys are compatible with the cryogenic liquids: hydrogen, oxygen, nitro-

gen, FLOX, and fluorine. At room temperature they are satisfactory with water,

IRFNA, UDMH, and N,_,O. One aluminum alloy (7075-T73) is free of stress corro-

sion cracking and is selected where residual stresses have been imposed on the part.

However, aluminum alloys are susceptible to cavitation erosion.

K-Monel and Inconel 718 are often used in inducers for low-speed, cavitating oxi-

dizer pumps. The blades can be thinner than those of aluminum, and the resistance
to cavitation erosion is much higher.

Steel inducers used for development testing in the water test facility tend to de-

teriorate quite rapidly because of rusting. To protect the shiny surface that facili-
tates the visual observation of the cavitating flow in the inducer, some form of rust

protection may be used. This protection also helps maintain the shape and sharp-

ness of the leading edge.

Titanium and aluminum alloys may be quite sensitive to exposure to certain chemi-

cal cleaning fluids or solvents that can cause stress corrosion, with correspondingly

impaired fatigue strength for later application. Use of such fluids and solvents

is avoided.

2.5.3 SpecialProperties

The thermal environment in cryogenic pumps creates problems of brittleness and
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loss of elongationin materialsotherwiseacceptablefor use in inducers.The content
of interstitial elements such as oxygen, hydrogen, and nitrogen adversely affects the

ductility and notch and fracture toughness of titanium alloys at cryogenic tempera-

tures. Therefore, there has been established an extra-low-interstitial (ELI) grade of

the Ti-5A1-2.5Sn alloy (and also the Ti-6A1-4V alloy) in which the interstitial ele-

ments oxygen, nitrogen, and hydrogen and the substitutional element iron are con-

trolled at lower-than-normal contents. Ti-5A1-2.5Sn ELI alloy forgings are employed
for pumping liquid hydrogen in several experimental fuel pumps. The Ti-5A1-2.5Sn

ELI alloy was selected because of its high strength-to-density ratio at the tempera-

ture of liquid hydrogen ( 423 ° F); notch toughness and ductility remain at accept-
able levels down to 423 ° F.

The resistance to cavitation damage is an important consideration in material selec-

tion for high-suction specific-speed inducers. However, because of the short operat-

ing time of rocket engine turbopumps, it is more of a problem in the development
stage than in the actual mission.

Inducers made from annealed Ti-6A1-4V forgings are used to pump RP-I. The Ti-

6A1-4V alloy replaced an aluminum alloy inducer of the same design because of its

greater strength and significantly greater resistance to cavitation erosion. Because

the inducer operates at ambient temperatures, Ti-6A1-4V of normal interstitial con-

tent is used in this application.

The finished surface of aluminum inducers is no harder than Rockwell B88 and

requires some surface protection to reduce handling damage and cavitation erosion.

Aluminum inducers normally are protected with an anodic coating. When the inducer

is operated in fluorine or in any of the storable propellants IRFNA, N204, and

UDMH, the coating will dissolve slowly. This dissolution does not present a prob-

lem in normal operational use, but when the inducer is used repeatedly, as in de-

velopment programs, the coating is renewed after use to maintain surface protection.

After the critical requirements of strength, ductility, and erosion resistance have

been satisfied, there remain the manufacturing considerations. Here, ease of machin-

ing, forging and casting characteristics, and weldability dictate the choice of material.

Titanium alloy machining is similar to that of stainless steel. However, relatively

high tool pressures are required for cutting titanium and, as a result, cutting tool

must have quite rigid supports. Furthermore, the elastic modulus of titanium alloys

(16.5 × 106 psi) is nearly one-half that of iron- and nickel-base alloys. Titanium
alloy workpieces thus are more likely to flex under high tool pressures. On this

account, tooling fixtures must hold the workpiece rigidly and the cutting tools must

have rigid support. The combination of high tool pressures and high flexibility of ,,

the workpiece can make the machining of complex passageways and of cantilevered

blades extremely difficult. Machining costs for parts made from titanium alloys are

much greater than for comparable parts made from aluminum alloys. However, ti-

tanium alloys are considered much easier to machine than such alloys as Inconel

718 or Rene' 41. Titanium alloys have a much smaller degree of work hardening

than do austenitic stainless steels and a much lower surface hardness (e.g., R e 36

vs. 50) than do high-strength steels (e.g., 4340.) of comparable strength-to-density
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ratios. Forging titanium alloys is more difficult than forging aluminum alloys and
most steels.Titanium alloys are readily weldableby gas, tungstenarc, or electron
beam processes.Titanium castin_ is not yet an established, state-of-the-art practice.

2.6 Vibration Considerations

The typical inducer is exposed to oscillatory pressure loading during operation. The

oscillating pressures are induced by flutter, cavitation, upstream obstructions, or other

pressure-wave generators that exist in the pumping system. Because inducer blade

failures are typically fatigue-oriented, effort to prevent resonant vibration of the

blade is warranted. Designs relying on built-in damping due to shrouds have not

been too successful. The typical high-head inducer blades, which are designed for

high-speed operation, normally are rigid enough to place their natural frequencies
well above the cavitation-induced, high-amplitude, low-frequency pressure oscilla-

tions (1 to 100 Hz).

A vibration analysis of an inducer design is difficult because of the uncertain knowl-

edge of the amplitude and frequency of the exciting forces and the complexity of

the mathematical analysis required to determine the response of the elastic struc-

ture in terms of resonant frequencies and damping properties. Despite the difficul-

ties, a vibration analysis is essential to achieving a design that minimizes the proba-

bility of inducer blade failures due to high-frequency fatigue.

2.6.1 High-Frequency Fatigue

The most common cause of blade failure in turbomachinery is fatigue fracture in-

duced by high-frequency alternating stresses, which are proportional to the vibration

amplitude of the blade. To prevent fatigue failure, the oscillatory stresses are kept

below the endurance limit (level of stress at which the material can endure an

unlimited number of cycles). Ideally, the blade frequency and response to a forc-

ing function should be predicted by analytical means, and the stress level and fatigue

life calculated on this basis. As noted, this analysis usually is not possible for in-

ducer blades because of the complexity of the analysis and the unknown nature

of the forcing function (refs. 75 and 76). However, inducer fatigue or vibration

failures have been few; in general, the main part of canted inducer blades has

proven much too rigid to be prone to vibration failure (ref. 77). The critical parts

of the blade in this respect are the leading-edge and trailing-edge regions (ref. 78).

2.6.2 Resonance

Because of the uncertainties involved in determining the oscillatory stress levels in

inducer blades, it is common practice to avoid operation at resonant frequencies.

This is done by modifying either the forcing frequencies or the blade natural fre-

quencies by various means such as changing the number of wake generators (ribs,
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vanes,etc.), changingthe shaft speed,or making the blade stiffer. By experience,
only first- and second-orderharmonicshave provencritical in induceroperation.

2.6.3 Self-Induced Vibration

Another source of vibration failure is self-induced vibration that causes blade flutter

at the inlet corner of the blade. This flutter has not been a serious problem, but it

is best avoided or minimized by trimming back the blade to remove the corner por-

tion that is susceptible to flap. Blade flutter at the trailing edge has not been a

problem in inducer-impeller combinations, but it is a consideration in inducer-stator
combinations.

2.6.4 Determination of Blade Natural Frequencies

Theoretically, the blade natural frequencies are determined by the blade geometry

and material. In practice, however, certain corrections and modifications are applied
to the theoretical or nominal values to account for the effect of blade dimensional

tolerances, the stiffening effect of the centrifugal force, variations in material elastic

properties with temperature, and virtual-mass effects caused by the surrounding
medium.

Variations in blade geometry due to dimensional tolerances affect the blade natural

frequencies and produce frequency bands. The frequency increases when the root

has maximum thickness and the tip minimum thickness, and decreases when the

converse is the case. Therefore, the blade frequency may have any value inside

the band of frequencies corresponding to the blade tolerance band.

The centrifugal force on the blade has a restoring component that adds to the elastic

force, resulting in a stiffer blade. As a consequence, natural frequencies tend to in-

crease as speed is increased.

The material elastic properties vary with temperature, and at operating temperature.s
these properties may be quite different from tbose at ambient conditions. The effect

of the change on the blade natural frequency is considered when the results of vi-

bration tests in air are reduced to inducer operating conditions.

The blade resonant frequency is directly proportional to the square root of the

blade stiffness and inversely proportional to the square root of the mass in motion.

When the blade vibrates, the mass in motion consists of the mass of the blade and

the mass of some fluid in a space near the blade (i.e., the virtual mass). Because

of the effect of the virtual mass vibrating with the blade, the blade frequency changes

when the temperature (and therefore the material modulus of elasticity E) changes

as well as when the fluid density (and therefore the mass in motion) changes. Cal-

culating the mass of the blade is trivial, but no method exists for calculating the
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virtual mass.The virtual-masseffect is estimatedfrom the results of vibration ex-

periments normally conducted in a convenient test fluid (for instance, water, if

cryogenic applications are involved). The data are interpreted for the actual pump

fluid by scaling the experimental results to account for the differences in fluid den-

sities relative to the density of the blade material.

Analytical methods for calculating inducer blade frequency are complex. The exact
solution of the partial differential equations governing the displacements and stresses

due to time-dependent excitation forces usually cannot be obtained. Results obtained

from numerical methods are limited and at best approximate. Therefore, the natural

frequencies are always determined or verified by experimental methods.

2.7 Structural Considerations

The design of an inducer for maximum hydrodynamic performance must be tem-

pered by structural design considerations. This section summarizes the critical con-

siderations and methods involved in the structural analysis of the inducer design.

2.7.1 Blade Loading

The inducer blade loading analysis involves two distinct areas: leading-edge loading

and channel loading. In low-head inducers, most of the head is developed in the

leading-edge region; the remaining part of the blade is lightly loaded, and only the

leading-edge loading need be considered. For high-head requirements, a large part

of the head is developed in the channel region; the blade loading in that part of the in-

ducer becomes large, and the channel loading must be included in the structural analysis.

The leading-edge loading is calculated by a computer program such as that pro-

vided in reference 79. The channel loading is calculated by computer programs based

on an axisymmetrie or blade-to-blade solution of the noncavitating inducer flow.

Another approach for determining the channel loading is to use the theory of simple

radial equilibrium to calculate the pressure distribution on the blades (see. 2.2.1).

The blade loading consists of both steady-state and alternating loads. Both kinds

of loads arise from the same sources: inertia and fluid effects. High-performance

inducers are designed to operate under partial cavitation. During part of component

testing, the inducer is operated in deep cavitation with pressure forces approaching

zero. To allow for this condition, the blade is also analyzed for centrifugal loads

alone. Alternating (periodic and random) blade loads are induced by flow oscilla-

tions and instabilities. In addition, wakes and reflected pressure pulses from an ob-

struction (a bearing support or stator) can cause cyclic blade loading.

Because analytical values of the dynamic pressure loads are not available, a percentage

of steady-state load normally is assumed to provide a margin of safety against high-

frequency fatigue failure; the assumed value of 20 percent has given satisfactory results.
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The inducer thrust, of concernfor shaft and bearing design,is calculated from the

flow conditions and the inducer layout. Unsymmetric flow in inducers has produced

radial forces equal in magnitude to 30 percent of the axial thrust. The hydrodynamic

blade loading depends on the density and the cavitation properties of the fluid. The

temperature of the fluid is an important parameter in respect to material properties.

Development tests of an inducer often are performed in a test fluid different from the

pump design fluid. The effect on structural design may change stress levels and operat-
ing temperatures enough to make it desirable to use a different material for the de-

velopment test model.

2.7.2 Blade Stress

Three methods to calculate the critical stresses in the inducer blade are available.

One method simplifies the analysis by dividing the blade into a series of independent

pie-shaped beams, cantilevered from the inducer hub. Shell continuity is taken into

account by an averaging technique and a plate correction factor. The beam loading

is determined from the pressure profile for each segment. To correct for angular dif-

ferences at hub and tip caused by blade twist, the effective center of curvature based

on the hub and tip length for the blade is found for each segment. The pressure load-

ing and bending moments are then calculated for an effective pie shape with center

at the center of curvature. This analysis ignores tangential stress and circumferential
beam action and tends to overestimate the bending moment at the hub.

The second method models the inducer as an axisymmetric shell of revolution (a canted

blade being modeled by one or more conical shells for the critical sections) from which
moments and stresses are obtained.

The third method is the most accurate, but also the most time-consuming. In this
method the blade is divided into a number of finite triangular plate elements, for which

a stiffness matrix is set up and solved for the displacement (refs. 80-82). The basic
steps in the finite-element technique are as follows: The structure is divided into many

elastic elements, which are connected to each other at their corners (called nodes).

In general there are three displacements and three rotations and corresponding forces

at each node. A square symmetric element stiffness matrix k, is then determined.

This matrix relates the column matrix of nodal forces f, to a column matrix of nodal

deflections 8, by the matrix equation

f_ = hi 3_ (58)

which expresses the equilibrium conditions for the ith element.

The particular method selected depends on cost and availability of computer facilities.

To save cost and time, a simple beam or axisymmetric-type analysis is used to rough-

size the blade. When the final design has been established, the stress analysis is

refined by the finite-element method.
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Regardlessof the analyticaltechniqueused,the calculatedstressesat the bladeends,
where it joins hub or shroud,are amplifiedwith a stress-concentrationfactor. This
practice allows for stress concentrationsat the blade root that have causedfatigue
failures.

2.7.3 Hub Strength

Critical stress regions exist in the inducer hub at various locations. One critical area

is in the vicinity of the blade root, where failures have occurred because of insufficient
strength of the hub wall. Another critical area is the undercut or hollowed-out hub

profile at the discharge end of high-head inducers. Stress concentrations here have

caused fatigue failures in the hub as a result of discontinuities at the blade juncture
or at holes and splines in the hub.

In general, little information on inducer burst speed is available. Thus, the only
approach is to utilize data from disc testing together with parameters for material

ductiiJ_ and ultimate strength. The present state of the art of disc design is based on

the experimental observation that the average tangential disc stress o,_ r is more char-

acteristic of disc failure than the maximum calculated disc stresses. Essentially, failure

occurs when the average tangential stress exceeds a certain fraction [,, of the ultimate

tensile strength F,,, of the material. The value of L, which is called the burst factor,
is determined experimentally as a function of the elongation of the material and a

design factor fe equal to the average tangential stress divided by the maximum tan-

gential stress. Various configurations of discs classified by the design factor I,/ have

been tested and the experimental data plotted (ref. 83); the results are given in figure
21 (presented in sec. 3.7.3).

The average tangential stress is defined as the centrifugal force on one-half the disc

divided by the cross-sectional area carrying this force. It may be obtained from the

calculated elastic stress distribution by

1(aAT :_ ---- a t dAH (59)
AII

where A, is the area of the inducer-hub meridional cross section over which the integral
is taken and o, is the local tangential stress. The speed at which the inducer hub

would rupture or yield excessively because of centrifugal stresses is called the burst

speed or yield speed, respectively.

2.7.4 Shaft Shear Section Strength

The inducer shaft shear section transmits the inducer torque. It is sized with consid-

eration to the steady-state power torque, the alternating power torque, and the axial

stress at the shear section (refs. 56, 68, and 84). Because the rotor alternating torque
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is unknown,a rotor alternating shearstress equal to 5 percentof the steady-state

shear stress was assumed for the Phoebus engine (Mark 9) and J-2 engine (Mark

15-F) axial-flow hydrogen pumps. This approximation has provided adequate reliability

for these pumps.

2.7.5 Safety Factors

The structural integrity of a part customarily is ensured by establishment of a value

greater than unity for the ratio of the stress capability of the part material to the

calculated stress on the part. In specifying this ratio, or safety factor, it is the practice

to consider only the minimum guaranteed values for material properties; these values

are established by military standards or by equivalent statistical tests.

Some uncertainty exists concerning fatigue data. Before construction of the Goodman

diagram (ref. 56), fatigue data obtained from polished laboratory specimens are modi-
fied to account for the effects of surface finish, temperature, erosive or corrosive en-

vironment, material grain size, surface residual stress from machining, and type of load-

ing (tension-tension vs. bending).

Safety factors obtained for a particular design are dependent on the technique used

in the stress analysis. Care must be exercised in comparing safety-factor values ob-
tained from different sources.

2.7.6 HubStressVerification

Because the analytical methods for stress analysis and failure prediction are approxi-

mate in nature, an experimental verification is performed for highly stressed, complex

components such as the inducer hub. The burst speed is determined by spin testing

to failure an inducer provided with suitable instrumentation.

2.7.7 InducerProof Test

High-speed inducers are proof-tested by prespinning each part during the fabrication

process to provide partial quality assurance. Prespinning each inducer has additional
benefits in that local yielding occurs at areas of high strain concentration such as bolt

holes, splines, and keyways. This yielding produces favorable residual stresses that

effectively prestress the part and prevent the occurrence of yielding during operation.
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3. DESIGN CRITERIA and

Recommended Practices

3.0 Head-Rise Capability

The inducer shall _,enerate sufficient head to prevent cavitation from impairin_

the suction performance of the impeller or stator following it.

For design purposes, an estimate of the NPSH requirement should be made by using

either of two essentially different approaches: (1) the NPSH may be calculated from

values of the suction specific speed previously measured for impellers of similar design,

or (2) the NPSH may be based on an estimate of the cavitation number requirements

for hydrofoils similar in form and profile nose radius to the actual impeller blades.
A good way to make this latter estimate is to let

l @ K = Ct_ (60)

where C, is the pressure coefficient of a similarly shaped airfoil, which may be obtained

from any collection of airfoil data (e.g., ref. 85). Then, use the energy equation to get

1 q- r = (1 + K) (1 + ¢2) = Cp (1 + ¢2) (61)

An approximate value of C,, for an uncambered airfoil is between 1.3 and 1.5. To

estimate K, the single airfoil Cp should be corrected for blockage effects by increasing
it in the ratio of the blockage factor squared.

The head generated by the inducer at a given speed is a function of the flow-channel
and blade geometry. These subjects are treated in detail in sections 2.2 and 3.2.

3.1 Inducer Inlet-Eye and Leading-Edge Geometry

3.1.1 Inlet Casing

The inducer inlet casin£ shall provide free, uniform, and undisturbed axial

flow into the inducer.

It is recommended that an axial inlet be provided by mounting the inducer on the end

of the pump shaft, the inducer being driven from the rear through the scroll of the

pump. If engine arrangement or space limitations prohibit the use of a straight axial

inlet from the tank or at least several diameters of straight ducting to reduce flow

distortions, the alternate solution is to use a dual inlet casing or a vaned elbow. The
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casingshouldbe carefully tailored,with smoothlycontouredflow passagesthat match
flow areasto local flow requirementsso that velocity changesare reducedwhile the
flow is graduallyturned into the axial direction.

3.1.2 Hub Sizeand Shape

The inducer hub shall be as small as possible consistent with structural re-

quirements, and its outlet end shall match the hub of the following stage.

To reduce blockage area for the flow and provide for best suction performance, it is

recommended that the hub-to-tip diameter ratio be kept between 0.2 and 0.4 for rear

drive and between 0.5 and 0.6 for front drive. Structural and mechanical suitability
must be verified by analysis. The hub should be contoured from inlet to outlet so

that the hub taper joins smoothly with the impeller hub taper and the hub diameters

match. High-head inducers featuring an additional mixed-flow section should provide

smooth transition between the taper of the inducer section and the taper of the stator

section. Subsequent calculations of hydrodynamic blade loading may show a need for
minor modifications of the hub contour.

3.1.3 Inlet Tip Diameterand Contour

3.1.3.1 Tip Diameter

The inlet tip diameter shall be derived from mathematical consideration of
optimum flow conditions for maximum suction performance.

The inlet tip diameter should be obtained mathematically from the relationship between

suction specific speed S_, blade tip cavitation number K, and flow coefficient ¢ as
follows:

(A) When the suction performance is specified in terms of Q, n, and NPSH,

the blades must operate at the highest possible value (K_) of the cavitation
number K.

For an inducer with a fixed hub-to-tip radius ratio and no prewhirl, this condition

leads to Brumfield's criterion (ref. 2) for the optimum flow coefficient, which, ex-

pressed in terms of the corrected suction speed of the inducer, gives the (cubic)

equation in (2 ¢2opt):

2_b2°pt = ( 5055 )2_
(1 -- 2 ¢2opt)3/2 S' s

(62)

With good approximation, the solution may be expressed by S'_ as
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3574/S'
¢,mt-: (63)

(l-F VI t-6(3574/S'_)_)/2

For the small values of ¢,,,,_ (about 0.10 or less) encountered in inducer design, the
divisor approaches unity.

From equation (5),

2 _2op t

Ka - (64?
1 -- 2 ¢",,pt

From equation (8),

D,mt=0.37843 ( Q )%, ft (65)
(1 -- v')n ¢o_,t

This procedure solves the problem of finding optimum operating conditions and the

corresponding maximum operating cavitation number Ka for an inducer with a design
point specified by Q, n, and NPSH.

(B) When only two of the three performance parameters--Q, n, and NPSH--

are given, maximize the suction specific speed while assuming a certain blade
cavitation number K*.

This practice leads again to Brumfield's criterion, from which

! K*
_opt _

! 2(1 -_ K*)
(66)

which determines the inlet diameter, and

5O55
S's, max = (67)

K*IA"(1 + K*)V,

showing that the suction specific speed is limited only by the K* value, which should

be as small as possible. The actual K* value used is an empirical number and must

be based on previous experience with similar designs.

The relationship between the important parameters K, ¢, Z (secs. 2.1.4 and 3.1.4), and

S'_ characteristic for suction performance may be presented in a very convenient man-

ner by an S'_-D'_ chart, where D'_ is the corrected suction specific diameter. Figures

15 and 16 show S',-D'_ diagrams covering the whole range of practical pump operation.

The values satisfying the Brumfield criterion are plotted in the curve for optimum D' r
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The S'_-D'_ diagram may be used in the following ways:

(1) To check the suitability of an existing design for suction performance at vari-

ous operating points.

(2) To determine the effect on suction specific speed of changing the pump fluid
for different values of Z.

(3) To determine optimum flow coefficient and inlet diameter required to meet

suction performance specified in terms of the parameters n, Q, and NPSH.

3.1.3.2 Tip Contour

The inducer tip contour shall maintain the optimum flow conditions on the
blade until the channel section is reached.

The tip contour should be held cylindrical at its optimum value at the inlet for an

axial length at least equal to an axial blade spacing ( _D/N sin fi) and the inlet duct
should be constant diameter on this length, both downstream and upstream of the lead-

ing edge for an inducer with a straight inlet. For an inducer with an elbow in the

inlet, the upstream cylindrical length should at least be doubled for optimum suction

performance.

3.1.4 Fluid ThermodynamicEffects

Fluids with high vapor head shall not produce unexpected fluid thermodynamic

effects on suction performance.

Fluid thermodynamic effects, important for cryogenic fluids, should be accounted for

by applying a TSH correction to the tank NPSH, then subtracting friction loss in inlet
line to obtain the available NPSH at the inducer inlet:

(NPSH) _,'aitabLe = (NPSH)tauk + TSH -- HIoss (68)

The value of TSH cannot be predicted for an arbitrary inducer design and condition

of operation; however, semiempirical correlations of TSH with fluid properties and

pump parameters have been made. Tests of experimental inducers have shown that

the fluid thermodynamic effects vary appreciably with the liquid, liquid temperature,

rotative speed, flowrate, and inducer design. It is recommended that reference be

made to recent technical literature to obtain experimental values of TSH for an inducer

similar in design to the one being considered.
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3.1.5 BladeProfile

The blade profile shall not interfere with the free-streamline boundary of the

cavitation flow; that is, the blade must stay inside the cavity and wake at op-
eratin_ conditions.

It is recommended that the blade wedge angle (_,, (fig. 17) be determined from

o_,,:-- B -P .... (69)

where fi is the blade angle and

fi,,, arc tan (1.10 ¢,1) (70)

¢,_ being the design flow coefficient. The numerical factor 1.10 in the equation means

that the inducer blade will he inside the cavity for up to 110 percent of design flow

and will present no additional blockage near the leading edge beyond that of the cavity.

Cascade axis

[3w //i

/

Figure 17.--Wedge angle.

If this factor is chosen larger than 1.10, the operating range becomes wider but the

blade becomes very thin and may present a stress problem. The blade sharpening

described is the so-called suction-side fairing of the blade (ref. 86). When stress
conditions are severe and some suction performance may be sacrificed, the blade fair-

ing may be modified by combining the suction-side fairing with a similar amount of

sharpening on the pressure side to obtain centerline fairing. All sharpening should

blend smoothly into the blade thickness. This simplified approach to leading-edge de-

sign has given good results. However, when very high suction performance and blade

loading are required (over 40,000 S_), the blade should be designed to match exactly

the free-streamline boundary of the cavity at the highest flow (110 percent) so that
the best guidance for the flow and the strongest leading edge may be obtained.
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3.1.6 Blade Leading-EdgeSharpness

The blade leading edge shall be as sharp as consistent with practical limitations

of strength and manufacturing considerations.

A practical measure for the sharpness of the blade is the maximum permissible leading-

edge radius R,.,,: of the blade profile. It is recommended that the practical limit on

leading-edge radius be

RLE _ 0.01 t (71)

where t is the thickness of the blade profile at the particular radial station.

3.1.7 BladeSweep

The leading-edge radial shape or contour shall improve suction performance

and increase the mechanical strength of the blade.

The leading-edge radial shape or contour should be swept back for an unshrouded

inducer and swept forward for a shrouded inducer. For structural reasons, the cutback

in wrap angle at the tip for a sweptback leading edge should be equal to or greater
than the wrap angle of the blade fairing at the hub. Then the blade will have reached

its full thickness at the root when the leading-edge contour reaches the tip diameter

and the blade forces attain their full value. The loss in solidity due to the cutback at

the tip should be compensated for with a corresponding increase in axial length such

that the solidity is maintained at its full value.

It is recommended that the leading-edge sweepback be an arc with a radius not less

than the length of the blade fairing l_.. The outer part of the arc may be tangent to
the inducer circumference for a minimum size sweepback (of radius l,,,). The inner

part of the arc should be radial, i.e., the leading edge should be radial next to the hub

to provide room for the blade fairing.

3.1.8 BladeCant

The cant angle shall be a compromise of its effects on blade bending stress,

machining of the blade, and the leading- and trailing-edge geometry.

The inducer-blade cant angle should counterbalance pressure load and centrifugal force

on the blade. For ease of machining, the blade should be perpendicular to the hub

taper. The leading-edge sweepback at the blade tip,

0 : r _ , radians (72)
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due to the canting of the blade, should be modified by the use of a conical face cut,
according to the relationship

(1 -- v) (tan acone+ tan ffcant)
= (73)

to obtain the desired amount of sweepback with the chosen cant angle a ....... The cone

angle a_........ is measured in the opposite direction of a ......t.

3.1.9 BladeAngle

The leading-edge blade angle fi shall minimize blade blockage at optimum flow

coefficient by meeting criterion 3.1.5.

Use the ratio of incidence angle to blade angle as a characteristic parameter a/fi for

design purposes. The ratio should be chosen in the range from a low value of 0.35 for
thin blades to a high of 0.50 for thick blades. A mean value, 0.425, has gained prefer-

ence. However, if a wide range of flow is required, the design value of a//_ should

be greater than the (optimum) 0.425 value to avoid blade blockage.

3.1.10 BladeLead

The radial variation of the inducer leading-edge blade angle shall match the

radial variation of the inlet velocity diagrams.

It is recommended that the inducer be designed as a flat-plate cascade at the blade

inlet; i.e., at the leading edge, the blade pressure side should be part of the surface
of a constant-lead helix X -- r tan fi, where A -: 2wX is the lead of the helix and fl is

the local blade angle. This design produces optimum cavitation performance, essential-

ly uniform over radius, and provides ease of manufacture. Its main disadvantages are

high leading-edge loading and a low head rise (maximum _: _ 0.075).

3.1.11 BladeThickness

The blade thickness variation shall be consistent with the radial variation of the

cavity wake height so that the blade is entirely within the cavity at design

conditions of speed, flow, and NPSH.

The blade thickness is determined almost entirely by mechanical considerations in

regard to stress and vibration. The blade should be made thicker at the hub than at
the tip. Usually the blade radial sections are formed by straight lines from the hub

to the tip on both pressure and suction sides. They need not be straight lines, but
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theseareusuallyeasierto defineand to manufacture.However,for besthydrodynamic
performancethe blade thicknessvariation should match the variation of the cavity

wake height at the critical NPSH design condition and 110 percent flow, calculated

from the free-streamline wake theory. The blade root fillet (sec. 3.4.2) must also be
taken into account as a factor in the thickness variation with an effect on flow.

3.1.12 BladeCamber

The blade cumber shall produce the turning angle needed for the head-rise re-

quirement while maintaining the suction performance of the flat-plate inducer.

For head coefficients beyond the capability of the flat-plate inducer (-_ _ 0.075), a
certain amount of blade camber (tic - ill) is needed. The result is a modified, vari-

able lead helical inducer, which starts out as a flat-plate inducer but whose camber

gradually increases from zero at the leading edge to the required camber at the trailing

edge. The variation of the blade curvature should follow a smooth, monotone curve

from zero at the leading edge to a maximum at the trailing edge. Then the suction

performance will be unaffected by the blade camber. The simplest distribution satis-

fying this condition is given by a linear variation of the curvature from inlet to outlet.

The corresponding blade-angle variation is given approximately by a parabolic relation-
ship:

/3' =/31 + (/3z -/31) (z/Lax) _ (74)

where z is the axial coordinate and L_,x the axial length of the blade. It is common

practice to specify the blade-angle distributions for the rms radius. The distribution

of the blade angle along some meridional curve, contour, or streamline is related to

the blade wrap angle e through the slope equation

A
dz = tan/3 d (r0) -- d (rO) (75)

2err

where A is the local lead and dz the change in axial coordinate for the infinitesimal

change in blade wrap d(re). The corresponding wrap angle 0 may be found by numeri-
cal methods from this first-order nonlinear differential equation between e, z, /3, and r

such that the blade layout can be completed.

3,1.13 BladeSurfaceFinish

The blade surface finish shall be hydraulically smooth.

The required degree of surface finish cannot be attained by machining only. It is

recommended that the blade be polished after machining to a finish of at least 25 /z-in.

rms.
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3.1.14 Blade Number

The number of inducer blades shall be as small as considerations of solidity
and axial space permit.

The number of blades should be not less than two nor more than five, with three or

four being preferred. An odd number of blades prevents alternate cavitation from

occurring; three is therefore a preferred choice if other, more critical considerations

permit. It is recommended that whenever possible the blade number N be selected so

that the impeller blade number is a multiple of N. This relationship promotes symmetry

of flow into the impeller.

3.1.15 CascadeSolidity

The solidity of the inducer shall be Iar[2e enough to satisfy high suction per-

formance antl fluid turning requirements, without exceeding a suitable angle of

deviation or introducing manufacturing problems due to small blade spacing.

For a low-head inducer, the solidity a should be 2.5 for the inducer proper. For a

high-head inducer, consisting of an inlet region featuring a flat-plate inducer of solidity

2.0 to 2.5 and an outlet region with increased camber featuring vortex-type blading

with splitter vanes, the solidity of the outlet region or transition stage should be

treated separately and may require consideration of the effects of deviation angle

(sec. 3.2.7).

3.2 Inducer Flow-Channel and Blade Geometry

3.2.1 Channel Flow

The inducer shall provide a monotone increase in head along, any streamline

throug,h the inducer without backflow at any station.

The head distribution should be calculated assuming simple radial equilibrium and

perfect guidance of the fluid by the blades (eqs. (34) and (35)). In the application
of this analysis to the actual inducer blade, a few modifications should be made to

account for the effect of these assumptions. To account for the assumption of perfect

guidance, one may assume that the deviation angle is distributed along the arc length

of the blade, and then apply a correction factor to the axial distribution of the lead of

the inducer helix. The calculated head distributed may be corrected by multiplication

with an assumed value of the blade efficiency. The head distribution in the cavitating

region of the blade should be calculated from the cavity theory, wake model (ref. 31).
The transition between the two regions is not well understood, and there is a lack of

experimental and analytical evidence of the flow conditions in the transition region.
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It may be postulatedwithout evidencethat the blading should reach a solidity of
a = 2 or higher before any essential amount of blade camber is introduced, so that the

cavity-collapse process behind the leading edge may progress undisturbed.

In interpreting the results obtained in calculating the flow distribution, it should be

noted that c,, - 0 for _ :: 1; i.e., to avoid backflow, the local head coefficient ._ should

be less than 1 at all stations. To alleviate any backflow problem discovered in the

calculation, the blade camber should be modified and a new check performed. A sim-

plified approach is permissible for low-head inducers, which are essentially flat-plate
inducers with zero or very small channel loading. In this case, a one-dimensional check

should be made of the flow at the rms diameter, checking the blade angle against the
fluid angle at axial intervals through the inducer to correct for blockage effects due

to tip and hub contour variations as well as blade blockage. The corresponding c,

values should also be calculated to ensure a monotone head rise throughout the length
of the inducer.

3.2.2 Discharge Flow

The inducer discharge head and flow distribution shall satisfy the requirements

of the impeller or high-head inducer following it.

In general, this requirement is no problem for low-head inducers used in conjunction

with centrifugal impellers. However, there is a requirement for a uniform head-rise

distribution at the discharge from the inducer that must be met when the inducer is

used in a multistage axial pump with repeating stages.

The requirement of uniform head rise for high-head inducers results in the so-called

free-vortex-flow type of rotation (eq. (45)). A deviation from the free vortex flow of
about ±5 percent is acceptable. To match the free-vortex-flow requirement, the in-

ducer blade should be twisted at the discharge; i.e., it should be a double-definition

blade with different leads at root and tip sections. Excessive twist, however, intro-
duces stresses that must be analyzed and provided for. To avoid excessive twist of the

long inducer blades, the blading should be divided into axial sections, thus simplifying

both stress and manufacturing problems. The solidity should be increased by the addi-

tion of partial blades between the main blades.

3.2.3 Impeller-Inducer Matching

3.2.3.1 Basic Requirements

The inducer-impeller combination shall present a smooth meridional flow

passage with an axial spacing consistent with hydrodynamic and mechanical
requirements.

The inducer discharge hub and tip diameters should match the impeller inlet-eye di-

mensions closely enough that a smooth contour may be drawn. For easy clearance
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control on unshroudedblading, the tip contour shouldbe cylindrical if head-risere-
quirementsof inducerandimpellerpermit.

3.2.3.2 Axial Clearance

Hydrodynamic matching between inducer and impeller shall include a minimum

axial clearance of the same magnitude as the blade gap.

The minimum clearance should be of the maginitude of

2";Tr

Az -- sin riTE (76)
N

which for a flat-plate inducer reduces to

Lax lead A
-_z -- _'_ -- (77)

a blade number N

3.2.4 Trailing-EdgeSharpness

The blade trailing edge shall be as thin as possible consistent with structural

and manufacturing considerations.

A thin trailing edge is desirable for optimum performance, but not critical. A recom-

mended value giving low drag for the trailing-edge radius R_,_: is

RTE = 0.02 t (78)

where t is thickness of the blade profile at the particular radial station.

The trailing edge normally is sharpened to RTj: := 0.025 to 0.050 in. The trailing edge

should be centerline faired as designed but should be modified as necessary during the

development stage to correct for an insufficient head rise. The length of the trailing-

edge fairing is not critical, but the transition from the blade must be smooth with

a gradual change in thickness,

3.2.5 Trailing-EdgeContour

The contour of the trailing edge shall be free of corners that are structurally

inadequate and prone to blade flutter or oscillation.

Minimize the tendency of the trailing edge to flutter by using forward-swept fairings

of 20 ° to 40 ° wrap angle. It is good practice to have the blade reach its full thickness
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at the hub beforethe full radial bladeheight is reached. When the bladeedgesare
contouredand faired, the inducer axial length shouldbe increasedto maintain the
requiredsolidity.

3.2.6 DischargeAngle

The fluid turning angle shall be based on the head-rise requirements of the
inducer, allowing for blade losses.

For low-head inducers the turning angle A'/ should be determined for the rms station

such that the Euler head multiplied by an assumed blade efficiency of about 85 percent
equals the required head rise.

For high-head inducers with free vortex flow, the turning angle should also be determined

at both the root and the tip section so that a double-definition blade may be specified.

3.2.7 DeviationAngle

The trailing-edge angle fi ..... ,n,: shall minimize deficiencies in head rise.

The discharge blade angle should include a correction for the effect of an imperfect

guidance in the form of a deviation angle _, which may be estimated from Carter's

rule (sec. 2.2.7) or from other sources (refs. 45 and 46) by a trial-and-error method.

A normal target tolerance is 5 percent of design values. In regard to the discharge

blade angle, this correction means that fi ..... ,r_,: should be given by

flms, TE = 7ms "rE + 8ins -+- 0.05 &Yms (79)

where -x7 .... =:'/ ..... a,E :-7 ..... _,_ is the turning angle of the fluid at the rms station, ms.
The customary tolerance on the blade angle is 1/2 ° . In some cases, limiting the de-

viation angle to 2 ° may produce more stable flow.

3.2.8 ClearanceLosses

The effect of blade tip clearance on inducer performance shall be as small as

possible.

For good suction performance, the blade tip clearance at the inlet should be as small

as possible for a distance of at least one axial blade spacing. The clearance area
should never exceed 3 percent of the flow area. For comparison purposes, clearance

areas of 1 to 1.5 percent of the flow area are common practice.
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3.2.10.2 Tolerances

Tolerances on blade coordinate dimensions shall be specified and held at

values consistent with good manufacturing practice.

In accordance with current practice, tolerances on blade coordinates should be

clearly specified as _-0.010 in. on large inducers (10 in. diameter or larger), and

proportionately less for small inducers. Maintenance of these tolerances throughout

manufacture should be ensured by careful and consistent inspection.

3.3 Inducer Inlet Line

3.3.1 Inlet-LineConfiguration

The inlet-line design shall minimize the drop in NPSH resulting from line

losses and shall provide the inducer with a uniform inlet flow distribution.

Every attempt should be made to avoid sharp bends and steps in the inlet line. The

inlet line should be kept as short and straight as possible. If a bend is required,

either a vaned or a large-radius elbow with a low loss coefficient and a uniform

exit-flow distribution should be used, the choice depending on space limitations.

Ribs and struts at the inducer inlet should be avoided, as they may cause wakes or

eddies to enter the inducer. Gentle transitions between sections of varying cross

section should be provided. Bellows in the line should have an internal liner to
smooth the flow.

3.3.2 Inlet-Line FluidVelocity

The inlet-line design shall maintain fluid velocity below the level that could

cause cavitation anywhere in the line.

It is recommended that the line be designed so that the maximum velocity of the

fluid at any point in the line stays at least 10 to 15 percent below the maximum

possible velocity of V 2g(NPSH),,,k for liquid hydrogen and below V 2g [(NPSH),,,=/3]

for all other propellants. Bellows and compensators in the inlet line should not pro-

duce vena contracta effects or other local cavitation due to flow around sharp cor-

ners. The peak velocities occurring at these places under normal operating conditions
should be calculated carefully and verified by measurements whenever possible. When

the velocities exceed the recommended limits, the line design must be modified to

reduce these local speeds.
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The gain in performance from close clearances should be weighed against the diffi-

culties encountered in maintaining such clearances. Recommended values of the ratio

of radial clearance to blade length depend on the application and the actual design

and materials used. Minimum practical values reached for fuel and oxidizer pumps

are 0.005 and 0.020, respectively. Frequently, nonmetallic liners are used in the hous-

ings of inducers running in liquid oxygen so that close running clearances may be

maintained without danger of sparking.

3.2.9 Shrouding

A shroud on the inducer, used when mechanical reasons so dictate, shall

provide clearance control, structural reinlorcement, or erosion damage pro-
tection.

When possible, a shroud should be made integral with the blading. When it can-

not be made integral, it should be welded or brazed to the blading, and care should

be taken to obtain a strong joint. Brazing is not recommended for high-operating-

stress regions or for cryogenic applications.

When a shroud is used, the wearing-ring seal should maintain close clearances to

preserve efficiency and suction performance. The inner diameter of the shroud should
be flush with the inlet line outer diameter to minimize flow disturbances.

3.2.10 BladeGeometryDescription

3.2.10.1 Specification Form

Final specification of the blade shape shall be suitable for fabrication and in-

spection purposes.

Give blade descriptions by coordinates to both blade surfaces rather than by blade

angle and thickness distribution. Specify these coordinates at two parallel positions

or cuts: one next to the hub but above the fillet, and the other near the tip.

Blade thicknesses are established at the two positions; all other thicknesses are a

function of a straight-line tool cut between the two blade definitions. The inducer

blade angles /_ should be defined initially at intervals along either one or two cylin-

drical or conical sections, according to the hydrodynamic design. A blade angle dis-

tribution called out at two stations implicitly defines a variable blade cant angle.

From these definitions and from the blade fairing and the hub and tip geometry,

the blade surface coordinates and the tool positions for both sides of the blade

should be derived by computing and layout procedures. The coordinates and tool

positions may be defined along either conical or cylindrical cuts as preferred by

the manufacturer.
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3.3.3 Inlet-Line Heat Transfer

Heat transfer to the fluid in the inlet line shall not reduce the available

NPSH for the inducer below acceptable levels.

It is recommended that heat transfer to both the tank and the inlet line be investi-

gated carefully. The amount of line insulation required to reduce the fluid tempera-
ture rise to allowable levels should be determined before final design specifications

for the pump and inducer are made.

3.3.4 Bypass Flow

The reintroduction of leakage or bypass flows from bearings or balance-piston

operation shall cause a minimum of disturbance to the main flow.

If possible, all bypass flows should be reintroduced after the inducer. Otherwise they

may be fed through a hollow shaft and spinner into the center of the inlet line,

where they cause the least disturbance.

3.4 Mechanical Design and Assembly

3.4.1 Hub Configuration

3.4.1.1 Wall Thickness

The hub wall shall be adequate to absorb the blade bending moments and

the blade centrifugal pull, and shall have adequate hoop capability to carry

the centrifugal force induced by its own mass.

The hub radial thickness should be at least \/ 1/2 times the blade thickness to

carry the blade bending moments. If the hub has a center hole with a diameter

approaching the hub diameter, it is recommended that the hub radial thickness be

equal to or greater than the blade thickness to accommodate both the bending

moments and the centrifugal forces.

3.4.1.2 Diameter

The hub shall be of sufficient diameter and thickness to hold the shaft and

transmit the shear load from the keys or splines.

The hoop discontinuity and stress concentration effects caused by the key way or

spline teeth on the hub inner diameter must be considered when the hub is sized
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in accordancewith proceduresset forth in the design criteria monograph "Liquid

Rocket Engine Turbopump Shafts and Couplings."

3.4.1.3 Wall Contour

If the discharge diameter is greater than required by structural considera-

tions, the hub configuration shall minimize the weight.

If the hub discharge diameter is large (with or without the center hole), the hub

should be profiled and hollowed out as shown in figure 18 to minimize weight while

maintaining an adequate margin on the burst speed.

Figure 18.--Hub profile.

3.4.1.4 Axial Length

The inducer hub axial length shall be sufficient to permit full runout of

the blade-to-hub fillet radius at leading and trailing edges during machining.

It is recommended that at each end of the hub an axial length equal to at' least

twice the fillet radius be added to the axial length of the blading.

3.4.2 Blade Root Juncture

The fillet at the blade root-to-hub juncture shall satisfy structural require-
ments but have minimum effect on the hydrodynamic performance of the blade.

The blade fillet should be a compromise among structural, hydrodynamic, and manu-

facturing considerations. A practical compromise is a circular fillet of radius equal

to the blade thickness t. Better still in both structural and hydrodynamic respects,

but more complicated to make, is an elliptical fillet with the radius joining the blade

equal to t and the radius joining the hub equal to t/2.
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Whenhydrodynamicrequirementslimit the fillet size,the fillet shouldbe shot peened
to improve fatigue resistance. Shot peening should also be used as a development

tool to improve the fatigue resistance of inducers that experimentally have shown

a tendency to fail by fatigue of the blade junctions.

3.4.3 Shaft Dimensions

3.4.3.1 Size

The inducer shaft size shall be adequate to carry the torque, preload, shear,

and bending, loads imposed on it at the worst operating condition.

Shaft size should be established in accordance with procedures set forth in the

design criteria monograph "Liquid Rocket Engine Turbopump Shafts and Couplings."

When sizing the shaft, allow for possible later modifications of the inducer design by

adding 10 to 15 percent to the diameter required by structural analysis.

3.4.3.2 Torque Transmission

The torque transmission device shall be sized for the maximum torque load,

considerin_ potential cyclic variations.

Shear pins or keys normally are limited to low-torque applications. Splines are

recommended for high-torque applications. Preferably, the arrangement of keys or

splines should allow assembly in only one position so that proper balancin_ is main-
tained after reassembly.

3.4.4 Piloting

The inducer shall be piloted radially in the pump rotor assembly at all op-

erating conditions.

When the design involves centrifugal stresses large enough to cause the inducer
to come loose on the shaft, an inverted or external type of piloting is recommended.

In this design, the inducer is piloted inside a groove or in a hole in the center of

the shaft (fig. 19).
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Figure 19.--External piloting.

3.4.5 Axial Retention

3.4.5.1 Axial Preload

The axial preload at assembly shall be adequate to withstand maximum

hydrodynamic forces including dynamic forces, thermal contraction, cen-

trifugal contractions including "Poisson's" contractions, and unbalance.

Dynamic forces cannot be known in advance; they may be estimated to be 30 per-

cent of the steady hydrodynamic forces. Thermal contractions should be calculated

on the basis of a slow chilldown period and should include the effects of differen-

tial expansion or contraction due to differences in thermal expansion coefficients.
In the event of a fast chilldown, thermal effects due to different rates of cooling

should be considered and evaluated.

Radial stresses due to centrifugal loads produce a radial elongation of the material

with an accompanying contraction in the axial direction (the Poisson effect). These
dimensional changes should be determined from the general stress condition by

using the Poisson ratio of the material (this ratio has the approximate value of 0.3

for most materials of construction). The Poisson effect may produce loose fits that
otherwise would not be expected, and it therefore must be carefully evaluated for

the materials and stresses involved (ref. 87).

Unbalance should be identified by dynamic balancing, and then compensated.
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3.4.5.2 Fastener Unloading

Bolts and studs in rotating assemblies shall not yield or unload under op-
erating conditions.

Avoid any" permanent deformation that would cause the assembly to come loose.

Bolts and studs should be installed by measured amounts of stretch wherever prac-
tical. Three general methods may be employed:

(I) If both ends of a bolt are accessible, it may be measured with large out-

side micrometers. Usually the rotor parts being clamped undergo measur-

able compression, and therefore individual bolts in bolt circles must be

progressively stretched.

(2) Stud stretch is generally measured by determining the change in length of

a concentric center hole. This hole must pass through the entire working

length of the stud.

(3) If measurement along a center hole is not practical, the increased protru-

sion of the nut end may be measured. Compression of the clamped parts

must then be accounted for, or determined to be negligible.

The effect of chilling of parts by cryogenic propellants must be analyzed, and the

combined effect of the axial shortening of rotating parts due to Poisson's effect

coupled with radial growth due to centrifugal force must be accounted for. Such

effects are particularly important when assemblies are composed of various mate-

rials with different coefficients of thermal contraction and different moduli of elasticity.

3.4.5.3 Preload Control

The inducer axial retention preloads at assembly shall be sufficient to pre-

clude separation and fretting during operation and shall be accurately
controlled.

To achieve uniform axial preloading of through-bolts, measure the bolt elongation

or the nut rotation. The use of bolt torque measurements in critical load applica-
tions is not recommended because the variation in friction coefficient makes this

method an unreliable index to preloading.

3.4.5.4 Galling, Fretting, and Seizing

Parts in rotating assemblies shall not experience galling, fretting, or seizing.

It is recommended that threaded joints and mating surfaces be coated with a suit-

able lubricant (ref. 88) or that they be silver plated. The tendency of titanium to
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gall and seizehas not yet provedto be a problemin inducer applications; however,

whenever possible, a dry-film lubricant that is chemically compatible with the pro-

pellant should be used.

To eliminate or reduce fretting of the shaft and hub splines, a spline drive should

have interference-fit pilot diameters at each end of the spline, or the spline teeth

should have an interference fit under all operating conditions. For oxidizer applica-

tions, it is recommended that the radial pilot surfaces be coated with an acceptable

lubricant (ref. 88) or that they be silver plated. When the radial stack interference

fit requirements are evaluated, the relative thermal contractions, the centrifugal de-

flections, and the steady-state and oscillatory hydrodynamic loading extremes should
be identified and included in the calculations.

3.4.6 Clearance Effects

The blade tip or shroud radial and axial clearances shall be as small as

possible, but always sufficient to preclude detrimental rubbing between in-

ducer and housing under any operating condition.

Pump rotating parts must not be allowed to rub metal-to-metal in oxidizer pumps.

Practically attained minimum values of the inducer clearance-to-blade length ratio

are 0.5 percent for fuel and 2.0 percent for oxidizer applications. When closer clear-

ances are required for oxidizer applications, a Kel-F liner or its equivalent should

be used for the inducer casing. Since Kel-F has poor wearing properties at room

temperature, it should not be used for water tests. The use of a KeI-F coating is

shown in figure 20.

For pumps in which efficiency is not important, a large clearance can be used to

prevent rubbing. For most rocket pumps, however, efficiency and suction perform-

ance are important enough to justify a more sophisticated design. The preferred

practice is to house open impellers or inducers in a nonmetallic "tunnel"; with this

arrangement, slight rubbing can be allowed. For shrouded impellers or inducers where

nonmetallic wearing rings are used, multiple lands should be provided in the wear-

ing rings to sustain rubbing with the lowest resisting torque.

The calculation of minimum required clearances must consider (1) manufacturing

tolerances; (2) differential thermal expansion of inducer and housing including pos-

sible distortions occurring during chilldown and operation; (3) change in dimensions

produced by operating conditions (e.g., centrifugal strain of blade and hub and

deflections due to bending of the blade); (4) potential radial shaft and bearing de-

flections resulting from unbalanced inertia forces and radial hydrodynamic loads;

and (5) potential axial displacements resulting from thermal and mechanical causes,

if the inducer tip contour is not cylindrical.
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KeI-F foam coating
0.100 in. thick

LOX inlet

Coated inlet

radial clearance
0005 nominal

Present inlet

radial clearance
O.107nominal

__ Inducer

Figure 20.--Liquid-oxygen inducer, reduced tip clearance.

The maximum hydrodynamic loads should be considered in selecting the inducer

tip clearances. The radial load should be considered equal to 30 percent of the in-

ducer axial thrust unless better values are available. The following practices are

recommended to minimize the possibility of interference rubbing:

(1) Provide adequate running clearances for steady-state operation.

(2) Design to minimize housing deflections.

(3) Account for all extremes of thermal deflections.

(4) Account for loads induced by engine malfunction, such as discharge valves

not opening or closing in programmed sequence.

If models of cryogenic pumps are to be tested in other fluids, make proper allow-

ance for different stackups, fits, and clearances. To get comparable test results, the

design should be modified to maintain the clearance-to-blade length ratio c/L while

running in the test fluid.
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3.4.7 Shroud

The thickness of the shroud and its attachment to the blades shnll be ade-

quate for centrifugal loading effects from the shroud's mass and for the

effect of the blades.

The inducer shroud thickness should be the minimum consistent with the centrifugal

forces and the loads at the shroud-blade junction, as determined by a detailed stress

analysis of the compound stress conditions in the shroud-blade structure combined with

a knowledge of material properties.

The method of attachment of the shroud to the blading must be such that all junc-

tion loading can be adequately transferred to the blade. Integrally machined or cast

shrouds are recommended. Attaching the shroud by welding is acceptable when the

weld is inspected carefully by X-ray or other means. Brazing is not recommended for

high-operating-stress regions or for cryogenic applications.

3.4.8 Misassembly

The design of rotating assemblies (rotors, turbine discs, blading, spacers

and other symmetrical or near-symmetrical parts) shall preclude backward
installation.

When only one orientation for a part is permissible, preclude misassembly in one

of the following ways:

(1) Stepped land sizes on studs.

(2) Missing tooth (and mating space) on splines.

(3) Nonsymmetrical hole patterns for multiple bolt or stud fastening.

(4) Fixed dowel pins or keys (used mostly for stationary parts or lightly

loaded rotary parts).

3.4.9 RotationDirection

The direction of inducer rotation shall be consistent with the direction of
rotation of the pump rotor assembly.

To avoid any inadvertent mismatch of the direction of rotation for the various

components of a turbopump, preparation of an axonometric schematic of the com-

plete rotor assembly, showing direction of rotation, should be the first order of

business for the layout designer. Provide copies to all those involved with design

and assembly.
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3.4.10 InducerBalancing

Inducer dynamic balance shall satisfy requirements imposed by the pump-

ing system.

A two-plane dynamic balancing should be performed on a balancing machine of suit-

able size. Further balancing of the entire pump or turbopump assembly should be

done as required.

Typical turbopump practice for speeds of around 30,000 rpm is to balance to within

0.01 oz-in, per balance plane for a two-plane balance on a part weighing 10 to 15 lb.

For oxidizer pumps, balancing should be accomplished through metal removal only;

holes or grooves for weight addition should not be used.

Metal removal on hydrodynamic surfaces should be within the tolerance band of

the surface. The cut must be faired smoothly into the blade surface.

3.5 Material Selection

Material strength properties used in material selection shall be the minimum

guaranteed properties.

The minimum guaranteed material properties are established as military standards.

Because of the statistical nature of the distribution of test results for material prop-

erties, a one-sided tolerance factor for evaluating compliance of test data with speci-

fications should be used. Values of 99 percent for conformance or probability and

95 percent for confidence level are recommended (ref. 68, par. 1.4.1.1, Basis A).

All materials should be compared on the basis of the minimum guaranteed proper-
ties in accordance with these recommended values for statistical significance.

3.5.1 Strength

The inducer material shall possess the best strength-to-density ratio [or the

particular inducer needs, provided it meets all the criteria in sections 3.5.2
and 3.5.3,

The strength properties should include the ultimate, yield, elongation, and endur-

ance limits of the material. In the choice of material, the relative importance of these

limits for the application in question should be considered. Aluminum and titanium

forgings are the preferred inducer material choices for minimum weight but are

subject to limitations noted in sections 3.5,2 and 3.5.3.
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The titanium alloy Ti-5AI-2.5Sn ELI is recommended for liquid-hydrogen inducers.

The Ti-6AI-4V titanium alloy, although stronger, should not be used at liquid hydro-

gen temperatures because its notch toughness and ductility below -320 ° F fall to

levels unsatisfactory for rotating components. Annealed Ti-6AI-4V forgings are rec-

ommended for pumping RP-1; although the alloy is heat treatable to higher strength

levels, the relatively thick hub sections and complex blade configurations preclude
heat treatment. Where cavitation erosion is not a problem, the recommended ma-

terial for oxidizer inducers is one of the four aluminum alloys: 7079-T6, 7075-T73,

2024-T4, and 2014-T6; any of these may be used for fuel pumps, both liquid hydro-

gen and RP-1.

3.5.2 ChemicalReactivity

3.5.2.1 Compatibility

The material shall be compatible with the pump fluid and shall have no

tendency to react chemically at operating conditions.

It should be known or demonstrated by test that the material has no tendency

to react chemically with the pump fluid. Environmental hydrogen embrittlement

caused by the gaseous phase should be a special concern in choosing materials for

liquid-hydrogen pumps. Explosion hazards should be of special concern in choosing

materials for oxidizer pumps.

Titanium alloys should not be used with liquid fluorine, with mixtures of liquid

fluorine and liquid oxygen (FLOX), with oxygen, with IRFNA, or with nitrogen

tetroxide (N20_). With each, there are known corrosion and explosion hazards.

Titanium alloys must not be used in oxidizer pumps. Recommended materials for

oxidizer pumps are aluminum alloys, stainless steels 304 and 347, K-Monel, or

Inconel 718.

Aluminum alloys are recommended for use with the cryogenic liquids (hydrogen,

oxygen, nitrogen, FLOX, and fluorine) and at room temperature with water (for

testing), IRFNA, UDMH, and N20_. Anodic coatings of the aluminum alloys should
be used to reduce handling damage and cavitation erosion. The minimum protection

would be a chromic acid anodic coating about 70 _in. thick. A better protection

would be a 300-/_in. coating of sulfuric-acid or flashhard anodizing. Even though

protection increases with thickness, a thickness greater than 500 /_in. should not be

used, for it will lower the fatigue resistance. However, all these coatings will slowly

dissolve in liquid fluorine, IRFNA, UDMH, and N2H4; therefore, the coatings should

not be used for extended running periods with these fluids, as in development pro-

gram testing, unless the surface protection can be renewed periodically.

Steel inducers should be nickel plated for rust protection when used in the water-

test facility.
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3.5.2.2 Stress Corrosion

The inducer material shall possess acceptable resistance to stress corrosion.

When residual stresses are imposed by the manufacturing method or by assembly,

the 7075-T73 aluminum alloy should be preferred to the 2014-T6 aluminum alloy,

which has a low stress-corrosion threshold. Similarly, titanium alloys should not

be used in brown N._,O_ (i.e., uninhibited nitrogen tetroxide containing over 1.00

percent nitric oxide).

3.5.2.3 Degradation by Fluids

Inducer materials such as titanium and aluminum alloys shall not experience

degradation from fluids or solvents used during cleaning, processing, or

operation.

Cleanliness of the parts is of the utmost importance prior to any welding or ther-

mal treatment of titanium; however, halogenated solvents should never be used

prior to any welding or thermal treatment. Methanol causes stress corrosion in

titanium alloys at room temperature; it should never be employed for any proc-

essing, testing, or operational service in contact with titanium alloys.

3.5.3 Special Properties

3.5.3.1 Cavitation

The resistance of the inducer material to cavitation damaee shall be ade-

quate for the intended use.

A steel alloy such as K-Monel or Inconel 718 is recommended for low-speed, cavi-

tating oxidizer inducers. A titanium alloy is recommended for cavitating fuel in-
ducers. Aluminum alloys should be avoided wherever cavitation erosion may affect

the useful life and performance. When aluminum alloys are used, they should be

protected with anodic coatings as described in section 3.5.2.1.

3.5.3.2 Thermal Environment

The material shall withstand the thermal environment at operating conditions

without excessive degradation.

Excessive brittleness at low temperatures must be avoided for cryogenic applica-

tions. The titanium alloy Ti-5A1-2.5Sn ELI is recommended for liquid-hydrogen tem-

perature (--423 ° F). Both Ti-5A1-2.5Sn ELI and Ti-6AI-4V ELI are recommended
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at liquid-nitrogen temperature (-320 ° F). All the recommendedaluminum alloys
are satisfactory for operationfrom room temperaturedown to liquid-hydrogentem-
perature. If they are made of the recommendedalloys, parts that are of suitable

strength at ambient temperatures are still stronger at cryogenic temperatures.

3.5.3.3 Fabrication

The material shall be suitable for the intended manufacturing and fabrication
method.

A cast-aluminum inducer would be the proper choice for low-stress applications when

low cost is important. Aluminum is easy to forge and machine, but welding or braz-
ing this material is not practicable.

Titanium alloy parts are more expensive to machine than comparable parts of

aluminum alloys but are less expensive than alloys such as Inconel 718 or Rene' 41.

The recommended titanium alloys can be welded readily by either gas-tungsten

arc or electron-beam processes. Proper welding procedures should be observed for

titanium alloys.

3.6 Vibration Considerations

3.6.1 High-FrequencyFatigue

The inducer blades shall not experience vibration amplitudes above the

fatigue limit.

Design the inducer initially from strength considerations alone and then analyze

(ref. 69) the vibration behavior of known problem areas of the blade, such as leading-

and trailing-edge corner flap and flutter. To prevent fatigue failure, the blade should
be sized so that oscillatory stresses are kept below the endurance limit.

3.6.2 Resonance

The blades shall not experience resonant vibration produced by fixed-wake

forcing frequencies.

It is recommended that at least a 15-percent margin between blade frequency and

wake frequency be maintained in the operating speed range. It is, however, some-

times difficult to achieve this margin. It is established practice to consider only

first- and second-order harmonic vibration for inducer blades. Both upstream and

downstream wakes should be considered as the source of forcing frequencies. The

blade natural frequencies and fixed-wake forcing frequencies should be compared on
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a Campbelldiagram (ref. 89) to determinethe critical speedsat which resonant
vibration will occur. Where possible,obtain the recommendedmargin by chang-
ing the obstacleproducing the wake. Otherwise,modify the blade to change its
natural frequency.

3.6.3Self-InducedVibration

The blades shall not experience flutter resulting from self-induced oscillations.

Blade flutter should be alleviated by trimming back the leading or trailing edges

or by adding a shroud to the inducer. The recommended trimming angles are 60 °

to 140 ° wrap for the leading edge and 20 ° to 40 ° for the trailing edge. If the blades

are trimmed back, the axial length of the inducer should be increased to maintain
adequate solidity of the blading.

3.6.4 Determinationof Blade NaturalFrequencies

The blade natural frequencies shall be determined by vibration analysis and
by testing.

The initial vibration analysis should establish nominal values for blade frequencies

based on blade geometry and material and nominal operating conditions. The effects
of blade manufacture and actual conditions of use on the nominal values should

be accounted for by following the practices set forth in sections 3.6.4.1 through

3.6.4.4. Because present analytical techniques give only approximate results, the
values for blade frequencies must be verified by testing a prototype inducer as re-

quired in section 3.6.4.5.

3.6.4.1 Tolerance Bands

In the determination of the natural frequency bands, the vibration analysis

of the blade shall, take into account the blade dimensional tolerance bands.

The blade should be analyzed for the maximum root-minimum tip thickness and

minimum root maximum tip thickness to determine the natural frequency bands.

3.6.4.2 Centrifugal Stiffening

The vibration analysis shall consider the effect of centrifugal stiffening on

the blade natural frequencies.

The restoring component of the centrifugal force should be added to the restoring

force due to the blade elastic bending properties.
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3.6.4.3 Temperature Effects

The vibration analysis shall account for the effect of the operating tempera-

tures on the elastic properties of the material.

The effect of cryogenic temperatures on the elastic modulus of the material is to

raise the natural frequency. If operation with a test fluid different from the design
fluid is contemplated, the resulting frequency bands should be corrected by use of

the relationship

nap _ _/ Eop

rltest _ Et_st
(8O)

where n.,, and n,¢._, are frequencies under operating and test conditions, respectively,

and E,,,, and Et,,_t are the corresponding values for the material elastic modulus.

3.6.4.4 Virtual Mass Effect

The vibration analysis shall include the effects of the virtual mass of fluid

moving with the blade under operating conditions.

The reduction in blade natural frequencies should be determined or verified by pro-

totype testing. The following reductions (ref. 90) should be taken as order-of-mag-

nitude values giving estimates of the effect: a 4-percent reduction of the fundamental

frequency in liquid hydrogen, and a 24- to 31-percent reduction (two different de-

signs) in liquid oxygen. The effect of the virtual mass may be estimated by the ap-

proximate relationship

no
n_, = (81)

_/ 1 + K (pr/pbl)

where n,. and no are frequency with and without fluid, respectively, K is a constant
factor characteristic of the blading considered, and p_, and p,,, are densities of fluid

and blade material, respectively. The value of K should be determined in each case

from test results. No analytical approach is recommended at present. The effect

should be allowed for when the results of blade vibration tests in air are reduced

to inducer operating conditions.

3.6.4.5 Natural Frequencies

Vibration tests on each prototype inducer design shall verify and accurately

determine the blade natural frequencies.
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The vibration tests should include excitation in air and in the pumpingfluid medium
if possible.The modesof vibration can be determined by fuller's earth, stroboscopic
films, strain gages, or accelerometers during the shake test.

3.7 Structural Considerations

3.7.1 Blade Loading

The load analysis shall determine critical loads on blades for both steady-state

and alternating conditions, encompassing all anticipated hydrodynamic and

inertia loads in the operatin_ and test range.

It is recommended that all loads and forces be calculated on the basis of a mechanical

design speed that is I10 percent of the maximum speed or 120 percent of nominal speed,

whichever is higher. The critical blade loadings should be based on the worst flow/
NPSH/speed conditions that can occur during operation or testing. Particular attention

should be paid to situations where test conditions differ from the design conditions.

The minimum flow-maximum NPSH condition should be used to define the leading-edge
loading of the blades, and the minimum flow-minimum NPSH condition should be

used to define blade loadings in the channel section of the blade. Use a computer

program like that provided in reference 79 to calculate the leading-edge loading. The
channel loading may be calculated by a computer program based on an axisymmetric

or blade-to-blade solution of the noncavitating inducer flow, or it may be determined

by using the theory of simple radial equilibrium to calculate the pressure distribution
on the blades.

The study of oscillatory blade loads should include the effects of periodic flow fluctua-

tions, circumferential nonuniformities of flow and pressure wakes from ribs or stator

blades, and random vibrations. Since these effects are not predictable at the design

phase, assume an alternating load equal to 20 to 30 percent of the steady-state hydro-
dynamic loads. Use accurate values for the important fluid properties that affect the

structural analysis: density, temperature, pressure, and vapor pressure. These determine

hydrodynamic forces and affect material properties and NPSH values.

If models of cryogenic pumps are to be tested in other fluids, attention should be di-

rected to the change in stress level that results from the change in fluid density and

pump speed. A stronger material may have to be used, or one of lower stress capabil-

ity may be satisfactory for the model, depending on strength and cost considerations.
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3.7.2 BladeStress

The stress analysis shall determine critical values of stress and strain for both
steady-state and alternatin_ conditions, based on the established critical loads

and inducer geometry with proper allowance for manufacturing tolerances.

It is recommended that the critical stress regions corresponding to potential failure

lines be found by plotting the stress level at various locations on the blade. These

stresses may be found by the methods described in section 2.7.2. Critical sections are

normally at the root junction or close to it, or on bending lines for a blade corner.

Blade corners may be rounded off to reduce bending stresses. The effect of manufac-

turing tolerances on blade dimensions should be evaluated by using minimum root

thickness and maximum tip thickness.

3.7.2.1 Discontinuities

The stress analysis shall include the effect of stress concentrations due to dis-

continuities at bolt holes and keyways or splines in the inducer hub and at the

blade-hub and blade-shroud junctions.

It is recommended that the stress-concentration factor for blade root fillets or other

discontinuities be applied to the blade alternating stress before the Goodman diagram
is used to determine the blade structural adequacy. The endurance limit is reduced

by stress-concentration effects on the alternating stress but not by its effects on the
mean stress for ductile materials. The full theoretical stress-concentration factor Kt

should be used if actual stress-concentration factors Kt, are not available.

3.7.2.2 Load Concentrations

The stress analysis shall identify and analyze peak stress regions associated

with hub-profile load concentrations.

The blade centrifugal pullout of the hub and reversals in the hub profile, together with

discontinuities due to splines, keyways, and eccentric bolt holes, should be considered

potential failure areas (refs. 83, 91-96). A special study of these local problem areas
is recommended.

3.7.3 Hub Strength

Stress analysis shall verify that the disc burst speed for the inducer hub is at

the level required.

The disc burst speed for the inducer hub should be determined from the relationship
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_/ fiAT, burstnburst -- n (82)
a _,T

where a,. r is the average tangential stress in the disc at the speed n and %,r,_ ..... ¢ is the

average tangential stress at the burst speed n, ..... ,. The average tangential stress must
be calculated for the weakest cross section of the disc according to equation (59):

OAT --- __ 1/-- at dAtt
A'II

where A', is the meridional cross-sectional area of the disc (or hub) at its weakest

section (i.e., allowing for bolt holes, splines, etc.), and the integral represents the total

centrifugal force acting on one-half the disc (or hub); a t is the tangential stress at the

speed considered acting on the area element dAH.

The average tangential stress at burst %.r., ..... , is obtained from the empirical rela-
tionship

CAT, ,,u,'_t = f_, Ft,, (83)

where F,,, is the material ultimate tensile strength from the guaranteed minimum prop-

erties and lb is a so-called burst factor. The factor ft, has been established experi-

mentally as a function of a disc design factor f,f, which represents the nonuniformity of

the stress distribution existing in the disc in the unyielded state, and also as a function

of the material's capability to yield; specifically, the elongation e measured on a test

rod over a length equal to 4 diameters of the rod. This combined functional relation-

ship is presented in figure 21. This relationship must be used to determine f_ from a

knowledge of f,, for the disc in question.

The design factor f_ is defined by the ratio

_YAT

td - (84)
a*MT

calculated at some speed n, where a*,, T is the maximum tangential stress in the disc

including stress-concentration effects at eccentric bolt holes and at the base of spline

teeth in a central hole, i.e.,

a*MT = aMW times stress-concentration factor
aMw = maximum tangential stress obtained from the basic stress analysis for elastic

deformation
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Figure 21.--Burst factor vs. elongation for various design factors.

3.7.3.2 Yield Speed

Stress analysis shall verify that the disc yield speed is at the level required.

The disc yield speed should be calculated from

_ Frynyiel d _ n (85)
O'AT

where Fs,, is the yield strength of the material. The calculation of _.,T is described

above. The value for n,.,,.,,, is straightforward, as shown.

3.7.3.3 Safety Factors on Hub Speeds

The inducer burst speed and yield speed shall provide adequate safety factors

relative to the mechanical design speed.

Recommended values of these safety factors are 1.20 for the inducer burst speed and

1.05 for the inducer yield speed. These values give the ratio of inducer burst speed or

yield speed to mechanical design speed (sec. 3.7.1).
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3.7.4 Shaft Shear Section Strength

The rotor shaft shear section shall be sized on the basis of the allowable shear

stress for the compound stress condition.

__ Inducer shaft
shearsection

Spline

Figure 22.--Shear section.

The inducer shaft shear section (fig. 22) should be sized according to the following

relationship (adapted from eq. (37) in ref. 56) for the allowable shear stress:

where

_/ 1 _ ( nultaax ) 2

( Ls Fty ) Lb Ft_ro = " __ (86)

nuItV' 3 1 _ ( KtsfLsFty ) ( 7alt )
Fe ro

Lb = (4/¢r) Ls (86a)

L s "- 4/3 [1 -- (di/do)3]/[1 -- (di/do) 4] (86b)

and

nult -- safety factor against ultimate failure

Kts! = fatigue notch factor for shear stress
Fe = material endurance strength, lbc/in. 2
_'o = allowable shear stress, lbf/in. 2

,ralt _ alternating shear stress, lbr/in. 2
Orax--- axial stress, lbf/in. 2

di and do = inside and outside diameters of hub shear section, in.

Note: Lt, Ft,j < material ultimate strength. Allowance for alternating shear should be made by

assuming "/'alt/To _- 0.05.
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3.7.5 Safety Factors

Safety factors shall be based on the guaranteed minimum material properties
at the operating condition.

The endurance limit, ultimate, and yield data should be modified to represent actual

blade conditions considering the effects of temperature, surface finish, residual stress

from the manufacturing processes, material grain size, heat treatment, and type of

loading.

3.7.5.1 Fatigue Failure

The safety factor against fatigue failure shall be based on a Goodman diagram

constructed from experimental values for material fatigue strength.

Because the nature of the blade alternating stress cycle generally is unknown, it is

recommended that the endurance limit strength values be used in constructing the

Goodman diagram (ref. 68), figure 23. In using the Goodman diagram, the stress-
concentration factor should be applied for the alternating stress only. Peak stress

points should be considered at all radii. In general, the blade root fillet tangent plane

is most critical.

3.7.5.2 Ultimate Failure and Yielding

Safety factors against ultimate failure and yielding shall be based on the peak

stress (a ......... q-a._t) that includes the stress-concentration effects caused by
discontinuities.

The magnitude of the stress-concentration factor should be based on the ability of the

material to yield. For brittle materials with low ductility and notched strength less

than unnotched strength, the full theoretical value of the stress-concentration factor

should be used in determining the peak stress. For materials with high ductility and

notched strength greater than unnotched strength, the stress-concentration factor ap-

proaches 1 as yielding occurs and therefore can be neglected in the prediction of the

peak stress.
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3.7.5.3 Values for Safety Factors

The safety factors on yield, ultimate, and fatigue strength shall be adequate for

all stress conditions and shall be consistent with well-established design
practice.

Experience indicates that the following safety factors have been adequate for success-
ful inducer design:

Fatigue, n r : 1.5

Ultimate, nul t = 1.5

Yield, ny = 1.1

These safety factors are based on stress levels obtained at the mechanical design speed.
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If the alternating stresscomponentis accuratelydetermined,the fatigue safety factor
could justifiably be reduced. The safetyfactors arehighly dependent on strict quality

control practices.

3.7.6 HubStressVerification

For high-speed inducer designs, the inducer spin test shall verify the predicted

hub stress.

When centrifugal stresses govern the design, a prototype inducer should be run to

destruction. Adequate instrumentation should be provided such that the stress dis-
tribution and critical deflections can be obtained to verify the calculations.

3.7,7 Inducer ProofTest

The inducer spin proof test shall verify the predicted structural capability of

the inducer.

Spin testing is recommended when the mechanical design speed exceeds 60 percent

of the burst speed in the operating environment. The proof-test spin speed should

subject the inducer material to strains equal to or greater than the centrifugal strains

it will experience during operation, and should demonstrate the same maximum cen-

trifugal stress-to-available-strength ratio as that which will occur at the mechanical

design operating conditions. The spin speed should not exceed the speed at which

gross yielding will occur or induce partial failure by approaching the room-temperature

burst speed. It is recommended that the spin speed have no less than 10-percent

margin on the room-temperature burst speed. A spin duration of no less than 2 min-

utes is recommended.
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GLOSSARY

Symbol

A

A t/

a

b

b

C

C

C.:

C

C

CL

C_r_. 71t(Lg

D

Dc

D_

d

di, d,,

E

ELI

e

F

F_

F t ,,

Fty

Definition

inducer inlet flow area, ft 2

meridional cross-sectional area of

inducer hub, in. 2

mathematical expression, eq. (42)

mathematical expression, eq. (42)

exponent in eq. (48)

blade chord length, ft

empirical constant, eq. (17)

pressure coefficient, eq. (61)

constant of integration, eqs. (38) and (41)

absolute fluid velocity, ft/sec

radial clearance, ft

specific heat of liquid, Btu/(lb-°R)

maximum obtainable meridional fluid

velocity, ft/sec

inducer inlet tip diameter, ft

cavity diameter, ft

suction specific diameter

corrected value of D, (zero hub blockage)

inducer inlet hub diameter, ft

inside and outside diameters of hub

shear section, in.

material modulus of elasticity

extra-low-interstitial (content of

interstitial elements)

elongation in 4-diameter length of test rod

mathematical expression, eq. (26)

material endurance limit strength, lb/in. 2

material ultimate tensile strength, lb/in. 2

material yield strength, lb/in. 2

Remarks

,";-/4 (D 2 -- d 2)

defined in eq. (42b)

defined in eq. (42a)

approx, value = 0.5

defined in eq. (60)

defined in eq. (43)

eqs. (54) and (55)

D (NPSH) _'i/Q _''_

fig. 1 (1 - v 2);'_Ds

defined in eq. (27)
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Symbol Definition Remarks

FLOX

fb

fa

fi

g

H

Hloss

AH

AHnet

HZ

h

he

IA 1

IA 2

IB1

IB2

IRFNA

J

J

K

K

K*

K c

Kmin

Kt

Kt!

Kt_]

k

ki

mixture of liquid oxygen and fluorine

disc burst factor

disc design factor

column matrix of nodal forces

acceleration of gravity, 32.174 ft/sec 2

total head, ft

line friction head loss, ft

local total head rise, ft

net total head rise per stage, ft

Hertz, cps

static head, ft

cavity height, ft

expression for integral, eq. (43)

expression for integral, eq. (43)

expression for integral, eq. (43)

expression for integral, eq. (43)

inhibited red fuming nitric acid

energy conversion factor

symbol for blade number in eq. (43)

blade tip cavitation number

empirical constant, eq. (81)

minimum value of cavitation number K at

which blade will operate

cavitation number based on cavity pressure

Pc instead of fluid bulk vapor pressure Pv

cavitation number at supercavitation

theoretical stress concentration factor

actual stress concentration factor

fatigue notch factor for shear stress

thermal conductivity, Btu/(sec-ft-°R)

square symmetric element stiffness matrix

P_/p

defined in eq. (43a)

defined in eq. (43b)

defined in eq. (43c)

defined in eq. (43d)

778.2 ft-lb/Btu

P8 -- PV

pwi2/g

P8 -- PC

pW12/g
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Symbol

ks

k S

L

L

Lax

Lc

L_

lw

M

ms

ml, m2, m3

N

NPSH

NPSHtank

n

n

n/

nult

_y

no

Pc

P8

Ptotal

Pv

O

Q,

R

Rc

Definition

empirical coefficient, eq. (54)

empirical coefficient, eq. (55)

latent heat, Btu/lb, eq. (14)

blade radial length, ft

axial length of blade, ft

mathematical expression, eq. (86)

cavity length, ft

mathematical expression, eq. (86)

length of blade wedge, ft

coefficient, eq. (48)

mean or rms station

empirical exponents, eq. (17)

blade number

net positive suction head, ft

minimum net positive suction head in

tank at operating conditions, ft

shaft or hub speed, rpm

natural frequency of blade, Hz

safety factor for fatigue

safety factor against ultimate failure

safety factor against yield failure

natural frequency of blade in vacuum

(or in atmosphere), Hz

fluid vapor pressure in cavity at leading,

edge, lb/ft 2

fluid static pressure, lb/ft 2

total fluid pressure at any point, lb/ft 2

fluid bulk vapor pressure, lb/ft 2

flowrate, gpm

corrected flowrate

radius of blade edge, in.

Rockwell hardness C

Remarks

k,_ = 0.50 to
0.65 experimentally

k_, -- 1,0

defined in eq. (87)

defined in eq. (88)

has value _ 0.25 to 0.35

(Pt,>tal -- Pr)/pF

measured at condition

shown by subscript

Ps -[- 1/2pFC 2

Q/(1 -- v 2)
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Symbol

r

FpSL

rms

rO

r_o

S

S.

S._,o

S's

5¢ *

Ses)lllax

T

TSH

t

Uc

UDMH

U

W

We

Z

Z

dz

_z

O_

¢_eant

Definition

radial coordinate, ft

radius of curvature of free streamline, in.

root mean square

Remarks

_] X t2 + X22 _-..- + Xn 2
n

blade wrap, ft

blade velocity, ft/sec

blade or cascade spacing, ft

suction specific speed

suction specific speed for zero clearance

corrected Suction specific speed

characteristic suction specific speed

(determined in cold water)

maximum suction specific speed obtainable

with K*

fluid bulk temperature, °R

thermal suppression head, ft

blade thickness, in.

fluid velocity on cavity boundary, if/see

unsymmetric dimethyl hydrazine

blade tip speed, ft/sec

fluid velocity relative to blade at tip, ft/see

fluid velocity on cavity boundary, ft/sec

NPSH factor

axial coordinate, ft

change in z with change in r0, ft

axial blade clearance, ft

incidence angle of flow at blade leading

edge, deg

thermal cavitation parameter

blade cant angle, deg

blade cone angle, deg

wedge angle of blade, deg

%D/N

nQ ,-_" (NPSH) a/1

Ss/(1 - _-)'_

_D n/60

_/ tt 2 _ Cm 2

2g (NPSH) tauk/cm _

defined in eq. (14),

used in eq. (17)
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Symbol

P

±fi

7

Ay

8

7/

0

K

Definition

thermal factor, sec lr'

blade angle, deg

blade camber, deg

blade tingle measured to suction side

of wedge, deg

fluid angle, deg

fluid turning angle, deg

deviation angle, deg

column matrix of modal deflections

hydraulic efficiency

blade wrap angle (leading-edge sweep), rad

thermal diffusivity, ft"/sec

Remarks

defined in eq. (16)

defined in eq. (15), used

in eqs. (16) and (17)

A

X

X_

P

P

E

a A T

O" A 'l'_ ]llll St

ffa x

O'M T

O'*MT

O'Illtqlll

¢7t

T

Talt

blade lead, ft

blade lead per radian, ft/rad

blade lead velocity, ft/sec

hub.to-tip diameter ratio

density, lb/ft :_

mathematical expression, eq. (72)

cascade solidity

alternating stress, lb/in."

average tangential stress at speed N, lb/in. 2

average tangential stress at burst speed,

Nl,u,st, lb/in. 2

axial stress, lb/in. 2

maximum tangential stress from basic stress

analysis, lb/in. _

maximum tangential stress in disc including

stress concentration effects, lb/in. 2

average stress, lb/in. 2

local tangential stress, lb/in. 2

cavitation parameter

alternating shear stress, lb/in. 2

d/D

defined in eq. (73)

(0"ma x -- Ormin)/2

(O'max + O'min)/2

(NPSH) / (u2/2g)

eq. (86)
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Symbol Definition Remarks

7"0

¢

_z

4o

(0

allowable shear stress, lb/in. 2

flow coefficient, ref. to inlet tip blade speed

head coefficient, ref. to inlet tip blade speed

head coefficient, local value at radius r

head coefficient for zero clearance

angular velocity, rad/sec

eq. (86)

CnJL_

H� (u2/g)

C_/Ll

1

2

a

bl

burst

d

F

H

L

LE

l

Subscripts

inlet m

outlet ms

axial component op

blade opt

burst speed T

design value TE

fluid test

hub u

liquid v

leading edge yield

local station

meridional

mean or rms station

operating conditions

optimum

tip

trailing edge

test conditions

tangential component

vapor

yield speed
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NASA SPACE VEHICLE DESIGN CRITERIA

MONOGRAPHS ISSUED TO DATE

ENVIRONMENT

SP-8005

SP-8010

SP-8011

SP-8013

SP-8017

SP-8020

SP-8021

SP-8023

SP-8037

SP-8038

STRUCTURES

SP-8001

SP-8002

SP-8003

SP-8004

SP-8006

SP-8007

SP-8008

SP-8009

SP-8012

SP-8014

SP-8019

SP-8022

Solar Electromagnetic Radiation, June 1965

Models of Mars Atmosphere (1967), May 1968

Models of Venus Atmosphere (1968), December 1968

Meteoroid Environment Model--1969 (Near Earth to Lunar

Surface), March 1969

Magnetic Fields--Earth and Extraterrestrial, March 1969

Mars Surface Models (1968), May 1969

Models of Earth's Atmosphere (120 to 1000 km), May 1969

Lunar Surface Models, May 1969

Assessment and Control of Spacecraft Magnetic Fields,

September 1970

Meteoroid Environment Model--1970

(Interplanetary and Planetary), October 1970

Buffeting During Atmospheric Ascent, revised November 1970

Flight-Loads Measurements During Launch and Exit,

December 1964

Flutter, Buzz, and Divergence, July 1964

Panel Flutter, July 1964

Local Steady Aerodynamic Loads During Launch and Exit,

May 1965

Buckling of Thin-Walled Circular Cylinders, revised August

1968

Prelaunch Ground Wind Loads, November 1965

Propellant Slosh Loads, August 1968

Natural Vibration Modal Analysis, September 1968

Entry Thermal Protection, August 1968

Buckling of Thin-Walled Truncated Cones, September 1968

Staging Loads, February 1969
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SP-8029

SP-8031

SP-8032

SP-8035

SP-8040
SP-8046

SP-8050

GUIDANCEANDCONTROL

SP-8015

SP-8016

SP-8018

SP-8024

SP-8026

SP-8027

SP-8028

SP-8033

SP-8034

SP-8036

SP-8047

SP-8058

SP-8059

CHEMICALPROPULSION
SP-8025

SP-8041
SP-8048

SP-8051

Aerodynamicand Rocket-ExhaustHeatingDuringLaunchand
Ascent,May1969
SloshSuppression,May1969

Bucklingof Thin-WalledDoublyCurvedShells,August1969

WindLoadsDuringAscent,June1970
FractureControlof MetallicPressureVessels,May 1970

LandingImpactAttenuationFor Non-Surface-PlaningLanders,
April 1970

StructuralVibrationPrediction,June1970

Guidanceand Navigationfor Entry Vehicles,November1968

Effectsof StructuralFlexibilityonSpacecrafeControl
Systems,April 1969

SpacecraftMagneticTorques,March1969
SpacecraftGravitationalTorques,May1969

SpacecraftStarTrackers,July1970

SpacecraftRadiationTorques,October1969

EntryVehicleControl,November1969

SpacecraftEarthHorizonSensors,December1969

SpacecraftMassExpulsionTorques,December1969

Effectsof StructuralFlexibility on LaunchVehicleControl
Systems,February1970

SpacecraftSunSensors,June1970

SpacecraftAerodynamic Torques, January 1971

Spcecraft Attitude Control During Thrusting Maneuvers,

February 1971

Solid Rocket Motor Metal Cases, April 1970

Captive-Fired Testing of Solid Rocket Motors, March 1971

Liquid Rocket Engine Turbopump Bearings, March 1971

Solid Rocket Motor Igniters, March 1971

lO0 NASA-Langley, 1971 -- 28
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